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SUMMARY 

In recent years, we have seen a steady increase in the resolution and the amount of 

collected data that needs to be analyzed or presented. Often, the complexity of the 

problems that drive this increase requires that multidisciplinary teams work 

collaboratively towards a solution. Traditional paper-based war rooms have been shown 

to double the productivity of radically collocated teams when addressing such problems. 

Large, high-resolution displays have the potential to transform paper-based war rooms 

into more dynamic digital war rooms by enabling virtual interaction and reconfigurable 

space. Although of great potential, these affordances alone will not result in increased 

productivity since our current knowledge of virtual interaction and display space 

organization is based on contemporary desktop systems with vastly different 

requirements, necessitating new techniques tailored for wall displays.  

This dissertation first presents a unique interaction framework that allows multi-

user, multi-modal control of wall displays along with scalable, distributed user interface 

widgets for building novel interfaces for collaborative large, high-resolution 

environments. The framework enabled subsequent investigations of the user interaction 

and display space organization issues through numerous real-world usage scenarios. The 

investigations were aimed at shedding light on two specific questions. First, what is a set 

of interaction requirements and modalities appropriate for collaborative work across a 

broad range of wall display use cases? Second, what display space organization 

techniques and behaviors do users employ in collaboratively managing a large amount of 

information on wall displays? Based on observations from a number of use cases, a  
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SUMMARY (CONTINUED) 

sample set of tools was iteratively developed for addressing the issues of input control 

and display space organization. Lastly, the developed tools were evaluated in a simulated 

collaborative analysis task for the purposes of understanding how the developed 

techniques serve to support traditional war rooms. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Imagine the process of writing a research proposal. To start off, typically a group 

of researchers brainstorm their ideas in order to formulate a feasible and worthy research 

question. This involves generating numerous ideas in various forms: sketches, mindmaps, 

notes, graphs and tables. Even reviewing existing work involves finding and evaluating 

potentially hundreds of relevant publications, news articles, pictures and videos. The 

reoccurring thought process in writing a research proposal is the assimilation of large 

amounts of heterogeneous information followed by decision-making or rationalizing 

based on the relationships among the different pieces. Tasks that require dealing with 

information in such a way are increasingly common across other domains as well. For 

instance, scientific instruments today record an unprecedented amount of data, which is 

eventually transformed into numerous visual representations, requiring interpretation by 

groups of scientists. Even in education there has been an increase in the use of 

multimedia to support the increasingly complex lectures. Notes are often accompanied by 

multiple images, videos, websites, and drawings that provide context for students and 

help clarify concepts. Aside from brainstorming, other areas frequently dealing with large 

amounts of visual information include design and monitoring tasks, emergency response 

environments, and various planning activities. Generally, working with data in a visual 

domain provides a common denominator for communication and analysis across multiple 

disciplines and heterogeneous data types. However, successfully dealing with so much 

information is ultimately bounded by our finite cognitive ability, which leaves the 

advancement in the supporting tools as the only path to improvement. 
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Often, such information-intensive tasks bring together multiple users into teams 

for collaboratively solving problems. Traditionally, war rooms have been an environment 

that fostered group work through radical collocation. The main features of every war 

room are walls covered with paper artifacts that serve as tangible representations of 

cognitive artifacts for facilitating social interactions among group participants (Figure 1). 

Teasley et al. (Teasley et al. 2000) observed doubling of productivity among such 

radically collocated teams when compared to group members working individually. The 

increase in productivity was attributed to constant awareness and implicit learning, easy 

transitions in and out of spontaneous meetings, immediate access to information and its 

persistence. A similar study also pointed out that spatial memory is frequently used for 

recalling artifacts in paper-based war rooms (Teasley et al. 2002). Despite their 

advantages, traditional paper-based war rooms require printing of artifacts for posting on 

walls, at a time when the majority of information is digital. This severely limits the 

opportunity for re-arrangement or dynamic update of information as well as retrieval of 

information for individual work outside the war room. Therefore, the question remains of 

how to enable digital war rooms while preserving the affordances found responsible for 

productivity improvements. 
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Performing information intensive tasks in desktop environments is possible but 

often cumbersome, and not optimal. The biggest drawback is the low resolution of the 

display, which forces us to display only a few pieces of information at a time and resort 

to frequent context switching. Frequent context switching limits our ability to see the 

broader picture and make sense of our data. Additionally, larger, more complex problems 

often require that teams of users work collaboratively towards a solution, which is 

beyond the capabilities of desktop environments (hence called “personal computers”). 

Large high-resolution display environments, also referred to as wall displays, 

empower users to better cope with this increase in the amount of visual information. The 

benefits over contemporary desktop environments are realized in the two main physical 

characteristics of wall displays. The high resolution enables considerably more 

 

Figure 1. A war room of a South African design company Flow. War rooms are often 
used for collaboratively managing large amounts of information using walls covered 

with paper-based information that serves as tangible representation of cognitive 
artifacts. 
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information to be displayed simultaneously, which reduces context switching and enables 

juxtaposing of relevant pieces of information for direct comparison (Ball et al. 2005; 

Czerwinski et al. 2003). The large size of such displays makes them an excellent 

collaborative environment, promotes a more natural physical navigation, and improves 

spatial performance when analyzing high-resolution datasets (Ball et al. 2007). These 

affordances make them ideal for enabling digital war rooms; however, taking advantage 

of them does not come for free. As prior research has pointed out (Ball and North 2005; 

Czerwinski et al. 2006), desktop interaction techniques generally do not scale well to wall 

displays, limiting their potential in supporting visual exploration. Although areas for 

improvement are numerous, in this document the focus is on addressing the issues of user 

interaction and display space organization in collaborative large, high-resolution display 

environments.  

To even begin applying wall displays in real-world environments, we need 

appropriate software infrastructure that will allows us to take advantage of all the 

affordances mentioned previously. In itself this is not an easy task since high-resolution is 

currently achieved by tiling multiple off-the-shelf displays and driving them with a 

cluster of computers. This eliminated the possibility of running contemporary desktop 

operating systems to create a seamless display surface since they were originally 

designed for single-user, single-computer environments. Furthermore, as the OptIPuter 

project (Smarr et al. 2003) envisioned, scientists are beginning to collaborate in large 

high-resolution environments serving as visualization instruments that tap into remote 

storage and computing resources over high-speed networks. Given the decreasing costs of 

bandwidth, accessing remote resources is more cost effective than maintaining local 
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storage and computing systems. The first step towards this vision was the Scalable 

Adaptive Graphics Environment (SAGE) (Jeong et al. 2006) that turns any combination 

and configuration of displays driven by a cluster of computers into a seamless, fully 

distributed environment where windows of locally or remotely rendered applications can 

be moved and resized as if they were on a single local desktop. However, SAGE itself is 

only a middleware that manages delivery and display of remotely rendered application 

pixels across tiled-displays and as such is of little value without appropriate user 

interaction capabilities. Therefore, before investigating interaction and organization 

paradigms, the interaction system for SAGE is presented, which enables truly multi-user 

and scalable user interaction with distributed data in large high-resolution display 

environments, effectively turning the OptIPuter vision into reality. This provided a solid 

platform for supporting and observing real-world collaborative use cases and iteratively 

designing interaction and organization techniques derived from the observations. 

The first focus is on issues of virtual interaction. Given the appropriate interaction 

framework, the lowest requirement for usefulness of any new system is the ability to 

interact with it. On desktop systems, the mouse has been the standard interaction device 

for almost three decades. While appropriate for such environments, it limits physical 

navigation by confining users to a hard surface. Given the wide range of potential wall 

display use cases, it is easy to envision scenarios that necessitate mobility or multi-user 

interaction, rendering the mouse inadequate. For instance, in an educational setting, 

professors often walk in front of the class while explaining the material, making the 

mouse less than ideal for such interaction. Ultimately, before being able to address any 

further human-factors research questions in wall display environments, appropriate 
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means for interaction must be provided, especially for investigating use cases outside the 

controlled laboratory studies. This motivated the exploration of the interaction 

requirements that various real-world use scenarios pose in the context of wall displays. 

Among others, the interaction modality criteria guiding the investigation were the number 

of users needing interaction capabilities, the mobility requirements and the target display 

size. 

The second focus is display space organization. Having the ability to display large 

amounts of information does not necessarily mean that there will be an instantaneous 

increase in productivity. Mostly-overlapping windows on desktop displays are becoming 

mostly-visible windows on wall displays. While mostly-visible windows are certainly 

desirable, the problem of window switching now gave way to the problem of window 

organization. Compounded by the fact that a large screen real estate will inevitably entice 

users to display a large amount of information, we must look into better ways to help 

users organize this information into meaningful arrangements. However, given the 

novelty of large high-resolution display environments, there is little knowledge on how 

users actually make use of this reconfigurable space for dealing with large amounts of 

visible information. Collaboration and multi-user interaction requirements further add to 

the complexity of the display space organization by potentially necessitating dynamic 

task and display partitioning. The aim was therefore to identify most commonly used wall 

display organization paradigms and propose design guidelines for building more 

appropriate tools for successfully managing a large amount of visible information in 

collaborative high-resolution environments. 
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1.1 Summary of Contributions 

Although the interaction framework was designed with remote collaboration in 

mind, and many findings presented here will carry over to distributed use cases, that 

aspect is beyond the scope of this document. Instead, the focus is on collocated, single 

and multi-user work in the context of large, high-resolution display environments. For the 

purposes of this thesis, displays are considered large if they can comfortably 

accommodate multiple standing users. This is typically the case in wall configurations 

where users can move about in front of the display. High resolution refers to displays that 

have significantly more resolution than a contemporary desktop display, typically over 10 

Megapixels. The main contributions of this thesis follow. 

First, a novel interaction framework is presented for supporting simultaneous 

multi-user, multi-modal interaction in large high-resolution environments. Together with 

SAGE, this makes it a functional instantiation of the OptIPuter model, which is ideal for 

empowering collaboration in distributed, wall display environments for the purposes of 

further research in potential applications and human factors issues in a broad range of 

real-world scenarios, beyond the ones presented in this document. 

Second, observations from a broad range of real-world use cases are described, 

along with the interaction and displays space organization behaviors employed in the use 

cases. From these observations, interaction paradigms and a sample set of display space 

organization tools are proposed and iteratively developed for collaboratively managing 

large amounts of information on wall-sized displays. 

Third, the developed tools and techniques are evaluated in a user study of a 

collaborative analysis task. Evaluation in a simulated war room environment provides 
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insight into how the developed techniques support traditional war room affordances 

responsible for increased productivity.  Lastly, general guidelines for successfully dealing 

with large amounts of information on wall displays are summarized. 

1.2 Document Structure 

Chapter 2 presents an evolution of wall-sized displays and the early experiences 

as the motivation for this work. Chapter 3 gives an overview of the current research in the 

areas of user interaction and display space organization in the context of wall displays. 

The rest of this document is organized along the three main contributions of this work. 

Chapter 4 describes the multi-user, multi-modal interaction framework for SAGE that 

enabled further investigation of interaction and display space organization issues in the 

real-world use cases. The iterative design phase for development and advancement of 

interaction and organization techniques is presented in Chapter 5. A collaborative 

analysis user study for evaluating previously described improvements in the freeform, 

collaborative analysis task context is presented in Chapter 6. Finally, the summary of 

findings and the general design guidelines derived from the observations are given in 

Chapter 7 along with the possible future work directions. 
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2. BACKGROUND 

This chapter begins by providing a brief overview of the evolution of wall-sized 

displays, from the low-resolution, projector-driven walls 20 years ago to the latest, high-

resolution, thin-bezel LCD tiled-displays. Following is the description of the Scalable 

Adaptive Graphics Environment, EVL’s middleware for turning such displays into a 

single, contiguous display surface. Lastly, several preliminary use cases of SAGE are 

presented which motivated the work presented in this document. 

2.1 Large, High-resolution Displays 

As mentioned previously, displays are considered large if they can comfortably 

accommodate multiple standing users. This is typically the case in wall configurations 

where users can move about in front of the display. High resolution refers to displays that 

have significantly more resolution than a contemporary desktop display, typically over 10 

Megapixels.  

In the past however, achieving both, the large size and high resolution, has been 

difficult given the technological limitations. Although the high pixel density of LCD 

displays makes them a preferred method for increasing resolution, the significant costs of 

early LCD display technology encouraged the adoption of projectors for building wall 

displays. Tiling projectors also provided the benefit of having a seamless display, 

although it requires complex alignment procedures. In contrast, early LCD displays 

typically had very large borders and were rather small in size, yielding a significant 

border-to-display ratio when tiled (i.e. unusable-to-usable area). As the cost of LCD 
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displays kept decreasing, the early projector-based tiled displays slowly gave way to 

large, LCD-based tiled displays with resolutions exceeding 100 Megapixels. Moreover, 

recent technological advancements significantly reduced the size of display borders, 

enabling the construction of near-seamless tiled walls effectively eliminating their 

greatest drawback, although currently at somewhat lower resolutions. It is already 

apparent that the trend will continue to even smaller border sizes and even higher 

resolutions and such displays will be commonly found outside the laboratory settings: in 

offices, classrooms (Leigh and Brown 2008) and even homes (Go Big or Go Home). This 

further emphasizes the need for the work presented in this dissertation. 

The following chart outlines some of the representative wall displays and the 

evolution from projector-based to LCD-based tiled displays (Figure 2).  

 

 

Figure 2. Examples of various wall displays ranging from projector-based to LCD-
based and the newest thin-border LCD displays (time is not linear). 
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LambdaVision is EVL’s first iteration of wall-sized, high-resolution displays that 

motivated the work presented in this document. It was constructed in 2005 from 55 tiled 

21-inch LCD monitors for a total resolution of 105 megapixels. The tiling resulted in 

roughly one-inch bezels between adjacent screens. Physically, the wall was 17 feet wide, 

6 feet high and driven by a cluster of 28 computers (Figure 3).  

 

2.2 Scalable Adaptive Graphics Environment (SAGE) 

The first step towards enabling the type of work paradigms envisioned by the 

OptIPuter project, was the supporting software infrastructure to enable distributed, 

collaborative work on large high-resolution displays driven by a cluster of computers. 

Scalable Adaptive Graphics Environment (Jeong et al. 2006) (SAGE) is a middleware 

that turns any combination and configuration of displays driven by a cluster, into a 

 

Figure 3. LambdaVision, EVL's first generation wall-sized display, 105 megapixels in 
resolution. 
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seamless, fully distributed environment where windows of locally or remotely rendered 

applications can be moved and resized as if they were on a single local desktop. The need 

for a seamless high-resolution environment was motivated by EVL’s prior work in the 

Amplified Collaborative Environments (Park and Cho 2005). 

Figure 4 shows the main components of SAGE. SAGE Application Interface 

Library (SAIL) is responsible for communication between the application and SAGE. 

Every application gives its rendered pixels to SAIL which then streams them to the 

appropriate Display Nodes depending on the current size and position of the application 

window on the display. The transparent separation of display from rendering is achieved 

because the application doesn’t know anything about the size and position of its window 

on the display (or the location of the display for that matter). An important remark has to 

be made about window size. When a window on a SAGE-driven display is resized, its 

contents are scaled as well (as opposed to resizing the “viewable area” which can then be 

used to display more content, similar to resizing a web browser window). 

There is typically one Display Node per computer in a cluster running the display. 

Each Display Node is responsible for receiving application pixels sent by SAIL and 

drawing them correctly on the displays physically connected to this node. Multiple 

applications can be displayed at the same time because each Display Node can 

simultaneously receive multiple pixel streams. 

Finally, the FreeSpace Manager (fsManager) is the central component of SAGE 

that keeps track of the current display parameters and the arrangement of the application 

pixels on the display. Based on the requested arrangement, fsManager directs SAIL to 

split up application’s pixels and send each section to the appropriate Display Nodes. The 
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only exposed fsManager commands for user interaction are moving, resizing and closing 

application windows, which have to be issued through a network interface. Since SAGE 

is not bound by the traditional operating system input event processing, it has all the 

prerequisites to support simultaneous multi-user interaction. 

 

 

Figure 4. Main components of SAGE. 
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2.3 Early Experiences with SAGE 

2.3.1 Desktop Interfaces – Indirect Interaction 

The first interface to SAGE was SAGE UI, a desktop-based interface (Figure 5). 

It is multi-user, multi-platform and distributed which allows each user to run a copy from 

their laptop and use the tiled-display simultaneously. This was also the most 

comprehensive interface with personal desktop sharing using VNC, sharing media files 

via drag-and-drop, browsing previously shared media, saving and loading sessions, 

application management and other administrative features. To make the interaction more 

accessible for new and casual users, a limited web-based version of the interface was also 

available. SAGE Web UI (Figure 6) supports basic window manipulation and desktop 

sharing as the only available application. Users can simply point their browser to a web 

page, pick the SAGE display they want to control and they will receive an overview of 

that display in the browser where windows can be manipulated (in Figure 5 and Figure 6 

a 2x2 display is shown running 2 applications). Interaction through SAGE UI and SAGE 

Web UI is labeled as indirect since windows are manipulated through their 

representations as opposed to directly on the wall. 
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2.3.2 Early Experiences 

We started regularly using SAGE during our weekly technical meetings where 

every participant would simultaneously share their laptop screen with the group by 

showing it on EVL’s 105-megapixel tiled-display. At the beginning of the meeting, every 

user would position their small window along the periphery of the display using SAGE 

UI running on their laptop, typically resulting in approximately 10 windows on the wall 

(Figure 7). This was by no means required but instead seemed to be a natural layout that 

we implicitly agreed upon not long after we started using the display in our meetings. 

This created a large empty space in the middle of the display that is typically used for 

maximizing the window of the person currently speaking. We noticed that users rarely 

reposition or resize other people’s windows even though no such restrictions were 

 

Figure 5. SAGE UI – a desktop-
based, cross-platform user interface. 

 

Figure 6. SAGE Web UI – A browser-based 
user interface. 
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imposed by the system. This behavior further supported our hypothesis on the importance 

of simultaneous multi-user interaction where every user has the ability to control the 

display. Since all the windows are already present on the display, switching between 

speakers is only a matter of bringing the correct window into focus by resizing and 

repositioning it using SAGE UI (as opposed to switching video cables in a more 

traditional single-projector environment). This proved to be a significant benefit for the 

dynamics of the meetings as it encouraged discussion and information sharing. During 

the discussions, there is generally a need to point at the display, which had to be done by 

either walking up to the display or passing a laser pointer between the participants. This 

suggested that giving every user a more direct interaction and pointing capability, beyond 

the desktop-based SAGE UI, is needed. 

 

 

Figure 7. During the weekly technical research meetings all students show their 
laptop screens on the tiled-display to share ideas and promote discussion. 
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Besides the regular meetings, an anatomy class professor at the university wanted 

to hold an exam study session using the display. Numerous medical images, pertinent to 

that day’s discussion, were preloaded and shown on the display before the beginning of 

class. Because large bezels made small text unreadable, the study notes were shown on a 

single large screen neighboring the LambdaVision wall. The students gathered around the 

wall and the professor would spur the discussion by asking questions that required the 

students to use the appropriate image on the screen for answering the question. The 

student that made a first attempt at answering usually ended up walking up to the display 

to point out the details and explain his/her answer (Figure 8). Meanwhile, the professor 

had to remotely point at the display in order to guide the student or to raise specific 

questions. While this was easily accomplished using a laser pointer, manipulation of the 

windows on the display was still mediated by an operator because not every student (nor 

the professor) had a laptop during the class to make use of the Web UI or the SAGE UI. 

This supported the need for the direct interaction without a laptop since one could 

envision many such use cases where a desktop-based user interface isn’t appropriate. 

Furthermore, that interface had to be intuitive and with a small learning curve to 

encourage a more casual use of the display by non-expert users.  

The manipulations typically involved bringing a window into focus by either 

maximizing it or manually setting size and position. In more than one case, multiple 

images had to be used for comparison that demanded side-by-side windows of equal 

proportions, which could only be arranged by hand. On occasion, multiple windows also 

had to be positioned lower on the screen to make the top of the window reachable for 
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pointing. These and similar behaviors indicated the need for more appropriate window 

manipulation techniques that will assist in juxtaposition of information. 

 

2.4 Summary 

Preliminary observations and experiences with SAGE and desktop-based 

interfaces confirmed the need for more appropriate direct interaction capabilities and 

display space organization paradigms, beyond the ones typically found in desktop 

environments. Specifically, there was a need to point and interact with the wall from a 

distance and while sitting with a laptop. As observed during the weekly meetings, true 

multi-user interaction can promote discussion and collaboration. Furthermore, while 

frequent manipulations and juxtapositions of windows called for more powerful display 

organization techniques, it was not yet clear which techniques are necessary and how 

they should be developed in the context of a collaborative environment. Successfully 

 

Figure 8. The anatomy class study session where students were asked to answer 
questions using the displayed images on LambdaVision. 
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investigating and addressing such issues first demanded direct interaction capabilities, 

which motivated the development of the interaction framework presented in this 

document. The interaction framework then enabled further studies of wall displays in the 

real-world use cases for investigating and enhancing interaction and display space 

organization.
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3. RELATED WORK 

This chapter presents the current state of the knowledge on collaborative work in 

large, high-resolution displays. First, various systems for supporting concurrent, 

collocated, collaborative work are surveyed. Numerous proposed single-user and multi-

user interaction techniques are reviewed in the following section. Lastly, current 

advancements in the display space organization are presented in the last section. The 

chapter concludes with the summary of the most representative prior work and paves the 

way for the work presented in this document. 

3.1 Enabling Direct User Interaction on Large, High-resolution Displays 

High-resolution displays are becoming more widespread in scientific laboratories 

(Stolk and Wielinga 2006; DeFanti et al. 2009) and will eventually become pervasive at 

the office, in the cubicle, the meeting room (Leigh and Brown 2008), and ultimately at 

home (Go Big or Go Home). The OptIPuter project (Smarr et al. 2003) explored the use 

of high-resolution display environments for scientific discovery under the prediction that 

seemingly unlimited amount of network bandwidth delivered by progress in optical 

networking would change the way science is conducted between geographically 

distributed teams. However, the hardware is only half of the equation and it requires a 

matching software infrastructure and appropriate user interaction techniques to fully take 

the advantage of the bleeding-edge technology affordances in a real-world setting. 

Although several real-world applications of large displays have been demonstrated 

(Fitzmaurice et al. 2005; Buxton et al. 2000; Richards and Mantey 2006; Olsen et al. 
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2008), they are highly specific to the application domain and often without true multi-

user interaction capabilities. 

The ubiquitous computing community on the other hand, has put more focus on 

distributed systems. Typically, that line of work involved integrating multiple displays 

and devices into a unified environment where users can interact with the system (Roman 

et al. 2002; Tandler 2001). However, since such environments are still desktop-oriented, 

they often impose the limitation that there can be only one active user per display or 

application (Johanson and Fox 2002). While conceptually our goals were similar, our 

target environment was a seamless large high-resolution desktop where remotely 

rendered applications are not displayed on a single screen but rather are freely movable 

and resizable across any number of displays. Additionally, we must enable simultaneous 

multi-user interaction with all the applications on the display. 

Numerous widget frameworks already exist for desktop environments, such as Qt 

(Qt) or wxWidgets (wxWidgets). However, these are designed for desktop operating 

systems and therefore inherit their limitations. For example, multi-user interaction 

typically isn’t possible and they are often tightly integrated with the operating system’s 

device events (mouse and keyboard). This low-level coupling with the existing single-

user operating systems would make it difficult to adapt the toolkits to work with multiple 

users simultaneously (i.e. interaction devices). Though toolkits built on top of X Window 

System are distributed, their typical single client - single server setup doesn’t translate to 

an arbitrary number of clients and servers (e.g. a parallel application being displayed 

remotely on a tiled-display driven by a cluster of computers). Lastly, they aren’t scalable 

and are therefore inappropriate for displaying on very high-resolution displays where 
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visibility and usability becomes an issue. For instance, a 100-megapixel display with a 

touch screen input device requires different widget parameters than a 10-megapixel 

display with a traditional mouse.  

We found that the area of concurrent multi-user interaction in distributed, large 

high-resolution environments is largely unexplored, even though recent trends identify 

the need for it. However, in order to make advances in this area, appropriate software 

infrastructure has to exist that will support the type of interaction scenarios as envisioned 

by the OptIPuter project. The software infrastructure presented in this document, 

specifically the interaction framework, is currently the only one supporting the OptIPuter 

work paradigms and it was necessary for further investigation of interaction and display 

space organization issues in the real-world environments. 

3.2 Single and Multi-user Interaction Techniques 

There is a large body of research that highlighted the positive impacts that large 

tiled LCD displays have on human performance. Large displays offer a wider field of 

view, which in turn improves spatial performance while the high resolution affords more 

content to be displayed simultaneously, which reduces context switching and promotes 

physical navigation (Ball and North 2008; Ball et al. 2007; Ball et al. 2005; Booker et al. 

2007; Czerwinski et al. 2003; Shupp et al. 2006; Tan et al. 2003; Tan et al. 2006; Yost et 

al. 2007). Previous research has pointed out that traditional interaction methods do not 

scale well to large high-resolution environments and that new, more appropriate methods 

are needed (Ball and North 2005; Czerwinski et al. 2006). For example, there has been 

significant research effort aimed towards addressing the issue of target acquisition 
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(Baudisch et al. 2004; Bezerianos and Balakrishnan 2005; Blanch et al. 2004; Grossman 

and Balakrishnan 2005; Malik et al. 2005; Szwedo et al. 2006; Forlines et al. 2006; Tse et 

al. 2007; Vogel and Balakrishnan 2005), cursor tracking (Baudisch et al. 2003; Khan et 

al. 2005) and various interaction devices (Malik et al. 2005; Cao and Balakrishnan 2003; 

Jiang et al. 2006; McCallum and Irani 2009). However, most of these techniques were 

developed with single users in mind and focus on the low-level aspects of user 

interaction. The question also remains whether and how these techniques work outside 

the controlled study settings with real-world users and applications that may pose 

different requirements.  

Some prior work has investigated the issue of control in environments supporting 

simultaneous multi-user interaction. Birnholtz et al. (Birnholtz et al. 2007) compared 

group performance in a negotiation task under two distinct input configurations: single 

mouse and multiple mouse (one per user). The results of their study suggest that giving 

control to every user allows for more parallel work, however the quality of discussion 

was higher with only one mouse per group. Foster et al. (Foster et al. 2010) report similar 

findings with gesture-based controllers. We were, however, interested in how the group 

might coordinate their input control and choose interaction modes on their own given a 

persistent, multi-user, multi-modal interaction capability. As Vogt et al. (Vogt et al. 

2004) pointed out, every device has different collaborative factors as well as physical 

characteristics, which we were aiming to explore in various usage scenarios. Wallace et 

al. (Wallace et al. 2009) examined collaborative work in single-display (SDG) and multi-

display groupware (MDG) environments. They reported that SDG configurations 

provided more awareness but also more distraction and interference from other 
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participants concurrently working on a single large display. On the other hand, MDG 

configurations afforded less awareness but provided personal space on users’ laptops, 

which resulted in lower cognitive load caused by distractions. 

Collaborative work has also been studied in the context of tabletops. Isenberg et 

al. (Isenberg et al. 2010) identified eight collaboration styles that define how closely 

users work together while problem solving, which in turn impacts the group’s success in 

the task. Generally, they found that closer collaboration led to improved task 

performance. Morris et al. (Morris et al. 2010) presented and evaluated WeSearch, a 

collaborative web search and sensemaking tool for tabletop displays. The key issues that 

users reported had to do with clutter reduction, virtual keyboard usability and document 

orientation while support for awareness, sensemaking, and division of labor was 

positively received. Although tabletops are naturally a collaborative environment, they 

have different affordances from wall displays. Their display space is still rather limited 

which requires specific clutter reduction strategies, while various orientations of 

information result in different group dynamics. 

3.3 Display Space Organization 

Aside from control, another focus of this work was display space organization 

(also called window management or window layout). Various organization techniques 

have been proposed for easier management of an increasing number of windows. For 

instance, (Robertson et al. 1998) presented a system called “Data Mountain” that allows 

users to place representations of documents in a 3D environment. They also showed that 

spatial memory extends to this 3D environment. Besides the typical manual organization 
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of windows, various attempts have been made at automating the process to some extent. 

Robertson et al. (Robertson et al. 2004) introduced a technique called “Scalable Fabric” 

that attempts to make use of a focus plus context concept by automatically shrinking 

windows as they are moved away from the center of the display. Another approach for 

managing multiple applications was taken by (Kandogan and Shneiderman 1997). The 

authors introduced organization techniques that attempt to automate tiling, grouping and 

hierarchical organization of documents based on user’s roles (e.g. teacher, researcher, 

personal). (Bell and Feiner 2000) illustrated a system for automatically managing 

rectangular empty space that could be used for positioning and sizing windows or user 

interface elements. An automated approach based on purely spatial constraints was 

demonstrated by (Badros et al. 2001) where users could define spatial relationships 

between windows and easily invoke the layout algorithm that will obey those 

relationships (e.g. “keep one window always to the left or above another”).  

To improve automated information presentation using knowledge about the data 

itself (content-awareness), (Zhou and Feiner 1996) suggested a data categorization 

process. They identified certain categories that any type of data should fit in (e.g. domain 

of data, attributes, relations, roles, data sense). The concept was demonstrated by 

displaying a patient’s medical record that consisted of heterogeneous pieces of 

information. An even more data-specific approach has been taken by (Ishak 2007). The 

author presented automated user interaction techniques that are content-aware as opposed 

to only context-aware as in previous research. Content-aware approach considers the 

actual content, the region of interest in the application and the empty space in order to 

make better decisions on layout, scrolling and overlapping windows. However, the 
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authors only considered text-based data and used string-search as the only action for 

content-aware layout. 

All of the approaches listed above pertain to desktop environments where only a 

limited amount of information is visible. On large high-resolution displays, the problem 

of display space organization becomes even more difficult primarily because of the 

significant increase in the amount of information and the large size. This makes manual 

organization tedious, including manually defining constraints for the system to conform 

to. Hutchings et al. (Hutchings and Stasko 2004) studied display space management on 

single vs. multi-monitor desktops and found out that in multi-monitor cases users resort 

to different context-switching methods, more display space is wasted, windows were 

generally larger and found out that ultimately, the visibility of a window is a better 

measure of importance than just activity. Users were broadly classified as maximizers, 

near-maximizers and careful coordinators, along with several window management 

techniques. They also noticed that overlapping windows are a rare occurrence, which is 

somewhat contradictory to the previous study (Jakobsen and Hornbaek 2010), indicating 

a change in display space organization approaches as screens get larger. To address the 

problem of manual content organization on large high-resolution displays, (Bezerianos 

2007) proposed various techniques that focus on reaching distant windows (i.e. an 

extension of a target acquisition problem). Bi et al. (Bi and Balakrishnan 2009) expanded 

on this topic by investigating display space management in the context of large high-

resolution displays when used for daily work on a Windows-based system. They 

observed more manual window management operations and less maximizing and 

minimizing. Furthermore, there was a tendency to organize the display into focal and 
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peripheral regions. A similar study used more complex intelligence analysis tasks to 

examine the utility of large high-resolution displays when compared to a single 17” 

desktop monitor (Andrews et al. 2010). The study showed how large display space serves 

to support external memory as well as provide meaning through window size and 

position on the display. For instance, overlapping windows were considered potentially 

interesting while tiled (non-overlapping) windows were considered highly important. 

3.4 Related Work Summary 

Prior work has highlighted the importance of display space organization and user 

interaction in the environments with ever-increasing size and resolution. However, the 

focus has either been on multi-user low-resolution environments or single-user high-

resolution environments. The true benefit of wall-sized displays lies in supporting 

collaborative work at the intersection of high-resolution and large size. The work 

presented in this document aims to investigate display space organization and user 

interaction in large, high-resolution, multi-user, multi-modal environments.  

Figure 9 lists the most representative, highly related work in the area of user 

interaction and display space organization on wall displays. Primarily, previous work has 

addressed interaction needs for single-user environments including target acquisition 

challenges and novel input devices. Additionally, studies have pointed out the need for 

encouraging physical while enabling virtual interaction as it is more natural and provides 

benefits for spatial tasks.  

No studies thus far have investigated collaborative use of large, high-resolution 

display space. However, single-user studies have shown a rapid increase in the number of 
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window manipulations and careful window arrangements. Given the single-user tasks, the 

center of the wall was always classified as the focal region while the periphery was the 

context. Lastly, a dramatic increase in the amount of available display real estate 

prompted the use of space for categorization of information and for supporting external 

memory. 

 

 

Figure 9. The most representative, highly related work in user interaction and display 
space organization on wall displays. 
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4. MULTI-USER, MULTI-MODAL INTERACTION 

FRAMEWORK 

This chapter presents an interaction framework built on top of SAGE that allows 

multiple users to simultaneously interact with local or remote media and applications, 

using a variety of physical interaction devices and scalable, distributed user interface 

widgets. Besides providing a more intuitive interaction modality for experienced and 

casual users of wall displays, having such framework enabled further study of high-

resolution environments in real-world scenarios, uncovering novel work paradigms and 

development of more appropriate interaction and display space organization techniques. 

This would not be possible using existing interaction systems since they do not fully 

exploit the affordances of high-resolution environments (e.g. high-resolution, multi-user 

interaction, distributed nature). 

First, four major design goals are presented resulting from the preliminary 

experiences and from the need to preserve the primary benefits of traditional war rooms. 

Second, the core component of the framework is presented as the Direct Interaction 

Manager (DIM). Building on top of DIM, SAGE Widgets are described as the widget 

toolkit for developing distributed, scalable and multi-user wall display user interfaces. 

4.1 Design Goals 

Based on the war room affordances and the preliminary experiences with SAGE 

and the LambdaVision, the following fundamental design aspects of the direct interaction 

framework are identified. They are believed to be necessary in order to fully exploit the 

affordances of the large high-resolution displays. 
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4.1.1 Distributed 

The framework should allow for display of user interface elements across any 

number of displays driven by any number of machines. Additionally, application 

interfaces should be visible on any remote display without the application actually being 

aware of this rendering-display separation. Similarly, any physical interaction device 

should be able to control any remote application without being concerned with its 

rendering location. 

4.1.2 Scalable 

Since large high-resolutions displays are currently assembled as tiled LCD panels 

or projectors, their size and resolution can vary significantly depending on the target 

application. Therefore, it is imperative that the interaction system automatically adapts to 

the target display size and resolution. This adaptation is necessary from both, the 

visibility and usability perspective. For instance, the physical interaction devices should 

adapt their speed and sensitivity (control-display gain) and the interactive objects should 

adjust their size to be visible and be easily target by the devices. 

4.1.3 Multi-user 

Large high-resolution displays are well suited for collaborative work since their 

large size easily accommodates multiple users and their high-resolution allows much 

more content to be displayed simultaneously. As initially observed, giving control to 

every user simultaneously can promote discussion and collaboration. Additionally, one of 
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the primary benefits of traditional war rooms is the ability to join and leave discussions 

with ease, which wouldn’t be possible if users had to resort to turn-taking during 

participation. Therefore, to take advantage of these affordances, it will be necessary to 

support concurrent multi-user interaction, without turn-taking. This interaction could be 

on the same display or even within the same application.  

4.1.4 Multi-modal 

Even though the mouse is the de-facto standard for desktop systems, often it is 

inappropriate for large high resolution displays because it confines the user to a surface. 

The research community has introduced many novel and promising interaction devices 

however, no single device has emerged as the clear winner for the large high-resolution 

displays. Therefore, it is beneficial to have an easy way of integrating new devices into 

the system without requiring changes to the applications or the display interface. 

Depending on the display size, resolution and room configuration, some devices may be 

more appropriate than others. Additionally, different use cases will pose different 

interaction requirements based on the number of users and the location of users in front 

of the wall. Already in the preliminary observations the need for two interaction zones 

has been identified: from a laptop while sitting and from a distance. 

4.2 Direct Interaction Manager (DIM) 

DIM is the core of the interaction system that contains the following components: 

Device Manager to manage physical interaction devices, Event Manager for delivering 

device events to appropriate interactive objects and the Overlay Manager which manages 
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the drawing of objects on the display. Each component is described in more detail below 

and their integration into the existing SAGE architecture is depicted in Figure 10. 

 

 

Figure 10. Direct Interaction Manager integrated with SAGE. Device Manager 
handles multiple physical interaction devices, Event Manager performs event 

distribution for device events, individual event handlers manage the logic and overlays 
manage the drawing of objects. The components in gray are all a part of the Direct 

Interaction Manager. 
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4.2.1 Device Manager 

To successfully enable multi-user interaction, the Device Manager accepts events 

from multiple physical interaction devices through a network interface. If multiple 

devices are used in a system, especially if they are of different types, it is often the case 

that they are connected to multiple computers receiving their events (e.g. a special 

machine for the camera tracker), which necessitates network-based communication. A 

simple Hardware Capture (HWcapture) component contains plugins for each device that 

captures the device-specific events, which are then delivered to Device Manager (Figure 

10). The event delivery (messaging) library is already provided so developers only need 

to create the plugin to capture device-specific events. To provide robust service, Device 

Manager will dynamically add new devices and remove old ones if they fail or 

disconnect. Allowing devices to connect or disconnect at any point in time, essentially 

allows users to freely join and leave the space as they please, which mimics traditional 

war room environments. 

So far no single device has emerged as the best tool for large high-resolution 

display environments even though studies have been performed using laser pointers, hand 

gestures, touch screens and traditional mice. Therefore, we found it necessary to allow 

the use of a wide variety of devices even though they may generate different events. 

When these device-specific events are delivered to the Device Manager, they are passed 

onto a device plugin that describes the conversion of device-specific events into a generic 

set of events that are then further used within the system. This effectively makes all the 

devices appear equal in view of the interaction system and therefore allows new types of 

devices to be added without changing the user interface objects or applications 
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themselves. In order to add support for a new type of device, the following two steps are 

necessary: 

• Create a HWcapture plugin that grabs device-specific events from the physical 

device (e.g. touches from a touch screen) 

• Create a device plugin to DIM that describes the conversion between device-

specific and generic events (e.g. a touch to EVT_CLICK) 

4.2.2 Event Manager 

As mentioned previously, all device-specific events are converted to a generic set 

of events, which in turn allows heterogeneous devices to interact with the display equally. 

Naturally, some devices are more powerful than others, so they can generate a larger 

subset of the generic events. These generic events are then put in an event queue where 

the Event Manager processes them in order, trying to find an appropriate event handler 

for each. If an event handler is found the event is passed onto the handler, otherwise the 

event is discarded. Event handler is the base class for any interactive object that wants to 

receive events. Essentially, it is a rectangular container that has size, position and depth 

parameters, knows how to receive events and it contains other properties common to all 

widgets (e.g. tooltips, labels, visibility flags). There is also an event handler for every 

application, which will deliver interaction events to the actual application, whether it is 

local or remote (for instance, a dragging event can be delivered to a map application). 

Since the applications can be freely resized and repositioned on the display, all the event 

coordinates are normalized before being sent to the applications, as they are unaware of 

their own window position and size. While an event handler is processing an event, the 
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Event Manager will lock it in order to prevent competition from different devices (for 

instance, if a button is held down or something is being dragged). However, no such 

restrictions are imposed between different event handlers, which allows for true multi-

user interaction. 

4.2.3 Overlays and Drawing 

Overlay refers to any visible object on the display. The label “overlay” is used 

because Display Nodes themselves draw only application pixels on the display so any 

other object is actually an overlay drawn on top of the application pixels. If an event 

handler is drawn on the display, it is also an overlay. On the other hand, objects such as 

cursors are just overlays and not event handlers because they do not react to any events.  

There are two components to every overlay. One on the DIM side, which simply 

retains the current state of the drawn object and sends drawing commands to the Display 

Nodes. The second component is the overlay plugin on the Display Nodes that describes 

how the overlay should be drawn in certain visual states (e.g. button is down or up) based 

on the drawing commands. Each plugin is a subclass of a base overlay class, which 

contains basic draw parameters (depth-ordering, transparency, size, position, visibility 

etc.) and contains a generic draw method that each object has to implement. Draw 

methods provided by plugins on the Displays Nodes are actually just snippets of OpenGL 

code, which are called at the appropriate time during the draw loop.  
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4.3 SAGE Widgets 

With the introduction of DIM, we had a framework for integrating multiple 

devices and functional, though very limited, direct interface to SAGE. It replicated the 

basic window manipulation capabilities of the old desktop-based SAGE UI and SAGE 

Web UI (move and resize windows), except that interaction was now direct since users 

would have a pointer on the wall that directly manipulates the windows as opposed to 

their representations. However, there was no way to create a more complete interface 

either for the wall or for applications (e.g. buttons). Consequently, we developed SAGE 

Widgets which allows all applications, and the display itself, to use the same set of 

widgets without dealing with the event handling, the drawing, the interaction devices 

being used or the distributed nature of the environment. It is important to note that users 

are not able to edit information in SAGE, only display it (e.g. editing a text document on 

the wall was not feasible). SAGE Widgets were never conceived as a functionally 

complete set of widgets for building complex application interfaces, but rather as a test 

bed for exploring further human-factors issues that traditional widget toolkits would not 

allow. 

One may argue that SAGE application developers will be hesitant to redesign 

their applications to use these newly developed SAGE widgets. While this may be true in 

some cases, it is also important to note that typically, current user interfaces were 

developed for desktop systems and therefore aren’t usable on a much larger and higher 

resolution displays. This is primarily because they rely on the accuracy of the mouse to 

acquire smaller targets. However, the mouse isn’t appropriate anymore for these new 

environments since it confines users to a hard surface whereas users often want to be 
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mobile in front of the display. Additionally, the applications themselves are often custom 

developed for the large high-resolution displays, again because current desktop 

applications rarely take advantage of the vastly increased display resolution available to 

them. Therefore, these custom applications are often still in development when the cost 

of adding a more suitable user interface is not tremendous.  

4.3.1 The Anatomy of a Distributed Widget 

The widget framework was designed to be compatible with the existing DIM 

architecture where each widget is actually a collection of several distributed elements.  

• An event handler plugin to DIM. This component contains the logic, the API 

for creating this widget and all the parameters of the widget. It also listens for 

device events and decides how to act on each. 

• An overlay plugin to Display Nodes. This component contains the drawing 

code for the widget for all possible states (e.g. how to draw a button when it’s 

pressed or not) 

• Widget stubs plugin in SAIL. This small component allows the application to 

create the widget through a simple API (same API as the event handler 

plugin). It also keeps track of and initiates widget event callbacks that the 

application is interested in. 

The Event Manager then ensures the proper routing of events from devices to 

widgets (event handler) and applications, and the Overlay Manager handles the routing of 

drawing commands from the widget to the proper overlay plugin on the Display Node 

that actually draws the widget. This plugin-oriented architecture ensures we can easily 
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add new widget types to the system. Therefore, in order to create a new type of widget, 

one has to write the three plugins described above. While it may appear complicated, the 

process is in fact the same process as writing a custom widget in any of the desktop-based 

widget toolkits. The only difference is that the code for the widget is split across three 

different locations as opposed to only one. Nevertheless, this has certain benefits. For 

instance, we can change the logic or drawing of widgets without recompiling 

applications, as long as the API stays the same. 

4.3.2 Widget Creation 

Even though all the widgets, events and devices are managed by DIM, widgets 

can be created by DIM itself or by the application through a simple API that is similar to 

desktop-based wxWidgets framework. The process for creating widgets is the same for 

DIM and applications. Figure 11 illustrates a case where an application creates a widget 

in three steps: 

• A widget is created and its parameters (e.g. size, position, label) are set using 

the API, which then creates an XML description of the widget. This XML 

description represents the widget in the network communication between 

DIM, the application and the Display Node. When a widget is created by the 

application, the widget stubs plugin exposed in SAIL only generates 

appropriate XML file and executes event callbacks as the events are received 

from DIM.  

• SAIL then sends the widget XML description to the FreeSpace Manager, 

which distributes it to every Display Node and also to DIM.  
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• Every Display Node creates an overlay object from a plugin of the correct 

type based on the XML description. This overlay simply describes how the 

widget should be drawn in different visual states (e.g. button down). DIM, on 

the other hand, creates an event handler from the event handler plugin of the 

correct type based on the XML description. This event handler performs all of 

the widget’s event handling and functionality. Entities that create the widgets 

(DIM or application) can also register callbacks to receive widget events when 

they take place (e.g. button click, menu selection). These events will be 

automatically delivered to the appropriate event callback even if the widget 

was created by an application running on a distant rendering cluster. A more 

detailed description of an event-handling scenario is given in the next section. 
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4.3.3 Widget Types 

Although there is only one set of plugins for each widget, they could be created as 

one of the three different types that ultimately determine how they are resized and 

positioned on the wall and their priority during the event handling. 

Global widgets – created by DIM, one set of those exists for each display 

environment and make up the main display user interface. Examples would be some 

icons on the desktop or a main menu for starting applications. Global widgets are 

 

Figure 11. The three-step process of creating an application widget, a button in this 
case. 
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positioned relative to the display bounds and are resized appropriately for the current 

display size.  

Per-application widgets – created by DIM, one set of those exists for every 

application on the display. These are always positioned relative to the application (they 

follow them around). An example would be the borders and the title bar of every 

application window that is provided by the system itself. In SAGE, this functionality is 

provided by an event handler that is automatically created for every application. This 

widget is always the size of the application pixels as drawn by SAGE and positioned so 

that it exactly covers them. It is completely transparent except for the borders. Then, by 

receiving events from devices, we are able to manipulate the application pixels as if it 

were an actual window in a window manager (e.g. EVT_DRAG that is delivered to this 

application window widget, will move the window around on the display). The size of the 

per-application widgets can be relative to the display bounds, as in global widgets, or 

relative to the application itself, as in application widgets.  

Application widgets – created by the application. This is the most common way 

of using widgets in modern widget toolkits. The application developer uses these widgets 

for creating a user interface for the application. These widgets are always positioned and 

resized relative to the application itself in order to keep their interface consistent with the 

designer’s intentions. For instance, movie player controls are an example of application 

widgets. 
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4.3.4 Event Handling Scenario 

Figure 12 shows the propagation and the event handling for a hardware event, in 

this case a mouse click. First, a mouse click occurs on some remote machine and a 

hardware specific event is generated. The hardware specific event is sent over the 

network to DIM where the Device Manager loads an appropriate device plugin for this 

particular interaction device, a mouse in this case. The plugin knows how to convert the 

hardware specific event to a generic event, EVT_CLICK. The Event Manager in DIM 

then attempts to find the event handler that is listening for this type of event. In this case, 

a button event handler plugin is found at the current event position and the event is 

passed onto it. The event handler determines that the click event altered the button state 

(into a down state) and the appropriate BUTTON_DOWN widget event is generated. 

This BUTTON_DOWN event is now sent to the Display Node to update the button 

appearance using the button overlay plugin and to the application to execute the callback 

that was originally set for this button. 
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4.4 Attaining Design Aspects 

Distributed 

By decoupling the widget logic, drawing and creation, we achieved a truly 

distributed widget framework. Widgets can be seamlessly drawn across any number of 

 

Figure 12. Event handling scenario for a mouse click. Dotted lines denote a network 
connection. 
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displays driven by any number of Display Nodes. Applications located on distant 

rendering resources can present their user interface on any display by requesting widgets 

and receiving events over the network all without ever being aware of this separation. 

The separation means that we can develop new interaction techniques that are more 

appropriate for the large high-resolution displays without requiring any modifications to 

the applications themselves. For example, as display resolution dramatically increases, 

target acquisition becomes much more difficult. One approach is to dynamically resize 

targets as cursors get near, which is something we were able to easily implement without 

changing or recompiling any of the applications. 

Scalable 

During startup, DIM first collects information about the display environment and 

calculates the appropriate widget scale factor to adjust for usability (ease of clicking on a 

target with a physical interaction device) and visibility (font size visible on the display). 

To provide truly scalable drawing, we use dynamically resizable vector fonts and large 

raster images that are typically scaled down to reduce aliasing. It would be 

straightforward to add support for vector images as well. Since we always assume that 

applications are rendered remotely, we cannot assume that every image used in the 

application interface is already present on the display side. Therefore, the API 

automatically embeds necessary images in the XML widget description, which is then 

delivered to the Display Nodes for drawing. This gives application developers freedom to 

design custom interfaces. 

Multi-user 
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This design aspect was rather easy to achieve since we designed DIM to support 

multiple interaction devices while giving each device a separate cursor. Additionally, 

while rules exist to prevent multiple devices from interacting with one widget at the same 

time, no such rules are enforced between widgets; hence multiple users can interact with 

different widgets simultaneously, even within the same application.  

Multi-modal 

As mentioned earlier, it is possible that new physical interaction devices will 

surface that perform better on large high-resolution displays or as we have personally 

experienced, that multiple input modalities may be more intuitive for different use cases. 

New devices can be added to SAGE by simply providing a plugin that describes the 

conversion between device-specific events and the generic set of events. By using this 

generic set of events and therefore removing any specifics of each device, we can treat all 

of them equally for event handling purposes. 

4.5 Summary 

The plugin-based architecture of DIM and SAGE Widgets is ideal for adding and 

tweaking overlays and devices given how little is known about wall display usage in the 

real-world scenarios. Decoupling the event handling logic, drawing and creation, 

achieved a truly distributed interaction framework. Widgets can be seamlessly drawn 

across any number of displays driven by any number of display nodes. Widgets will 

automatically scale to any target display size and resolution. Furthermore, since there is 

no theoretical limit on the number of connected physical interaction devices, concurrent 

multi-user interaction is natively supported by providing a separate cursor for each 
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device. While rules exist to prevent multiple devices from interacting with the same 

widget simultaneously, no such rules are enforced between widgets; hence multiple users 

can interact with different widgets simultaneously, even within the same application. 

Together with SAGE, the interaction framework makes a functional instantiation of the 

OptIPuter model, which is ideal for empowering collaboration on wall displays for the 

purposes of further research of potential applications and human factor issues in digital 

war rooms. This would not be possible using existing interaction systems since they do 

not fully exploit the affordances of such displays. 
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5. ITERATIVE DESIGN 

Given the interaction framework for building wall display interfaces, the question 

remains of how to actually design the multi-user interaction and display space 

organization techniques for managing numerous pieces of information. As mentioned 

previously, desktop techniques do not always scale to large sizes and high resolutions. 

Aside from simply developing more appropriate techniques, the fundamental goal is to 

design digital war rooms that take advantage of wall display affordances while 

complementing the traditional war room affordances for preserving the productivity 

benefits of radical collocation. 

This chapter presents an iterative design approach consisting of a series of real-

world use case observations within EVL, the resulting lessons from the observed 

behaviors and the design and development of the techniques supporting the observed 

behaviors. Three main design phases are presented. First design phase resulted in the 

initial direct interaction wall interface and several physical interaction devices for the two 

interaction zones as identified in the early experiences with SAGE. The second design 

phase focused on enhancing the display space organization through a series of manual 

and automatic window manipulation techniques. The last phase introduced a third 

interaction zone and the consequent touch interaction along with the display partitioning 

techniques for supporting several observed uses of display space. The iterative design 

process was accelerated by EVL’s second-generation wall, the thin-bezel tiled display, 

providing a near-seamless environment appropriate for displaying text and therefore 

enabling a number of previously impractical use cases. 
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5.1 Cyber-Commons – The Second Wall Display 

Until now, we have been using LambdaVision, our 100-megapixel display 

described previously. While large and very high in resolution, it came at a cost of one-

inch bezels between adjacent screens. By accounting for the pixels that would have been 

underneath the bezels, we can mitigate their effects (e.g. lines crossing the bezels will 

appear straight as opposed to broken). Although this to an extent works for visual 

information, it makes text unreadable unless significantly enlarged, which severely 

reduced the number of potential use cases. 

EVL’s second wall display, the 20-foot Cyber-Commons, was therefore 

constructed of 18, thin-bezel LCD displays (Figure 13). While lower in resolution (20 

megapixels), the borders between adjacent screens were now only 7mm, which alone 

dramatically increased its usefulness in real-world use cases. Displaying text was not an 

issue anymore and almost universally users treated it as a single seamless display surface, 

as opposed to a “tiled-display”. Technological improvements in graphics and computing 

power also allowed us to drive the display with a single computer as opposed to a cluster. 

The benefit was the ability to run a standard desktop operating system (Linux and 

Windows) across the whole wall. Instead of allowing us to overcome the downsides of 

SAGE by taking advantage of a rich collection of available applications, this only 

confirmed that desktop operating systems do not scale well to wall-sized displays. For 

instance, they do not support simultaneous multi-user interaction, the interfaces rely too 

much on the accuracy of interaction devices and UI elements are difficult to see. Similar 

issues have also been reported by the research community (Ball and North 2005; 
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Czerwinski et al. 2006), which motivated us to develop advanced user interaction 

techniques in SAGE to fully take advantage of the wall display affordances. 

Another useful feature of the new wall was the potential to accept video signal 

from standard DVI and VGA devices and spread it across either half of the wall 

automatically, although at a maximum resolution of 1920 x 1080 pixels. This effectively 

serves the same purpose as an HD projector for plugging in laptops and other devices.  

 

5.2 First Design Phase – Direct, Multi-modal Interaction 

The first step in enabling the direct interaction required appropriate physical 

interaction devices for the two interaction zones identified earlier: interaction from a 

distance and interaction from a laptop while sitting. Although interaction from a laptop 

was possible through the initial SAGE UI and SAGE Web UI interfaces, they were 

 

Figure 13. Cyber-Commons, EVL's second generation, 20-foot, thin-bezel wall. 
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indirect interfaces as windows were manipulated through their representations in the 

desktop interface, which did not allow for pointing while seated. Direct interaction on the 

other hand, allows for pointing and manipulation of windows directly on the wall. 

Interaction from a distance on the other hand assumes users aren’t seated and therefore 

cannot make use of a laptop. For this case, several handheld interaction devices were 

evaluated. 

5.2.1 Physical Interaction Devices – Interaction From a Distance 

In order to fully exploit the affordances of large high-resolution displays, users 

should ideally be mobile in front of the display (Ball et al. 2007). While the mouse has 

been the de facto standard for desktop interaction, it will not cover all applications of 

large high-resolution displays primarily because it confines users to a hard surface. 

Although, the research community has investigated various novel interaction devices 

(Ahlborn et al. 2005; Baudisch et al. 2006; Forbrig et al. 2008; Malik et al. 2005), many 

of them require elaborate setups and equipment for which most end users will not have 

time or resources to set up or maintain (e.g. expensive camera trackers). Furthermore, 

most of these devices do not work well or at all in collaborative settings where true multi-

user interaction is desired. Therefore, the physical interaction device independence 

attained in the design of the interaction framework, proved to be invaluable since it 

enabled rapid experimentation with various devices and ultimately allowed further study 

of human-factors issues presented in this document. Various off-the-shelf devices such as 

joysticks, Gyromouse, trackpads, 6 degree-of-freedom tracked wand and the Wiimote 

were evaluated.  
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After much experimentation with various devices, the Gyromouse seemed to be 

the most suitable one for interaction on large, high-resolution displays (Figure 14 

illustrates the controls used for interaction). It was relatively inexpensive, readily 

available and since it was essentially a mid-air mouse, it was easy to connect to the 

system and allow users to be completely mobile in front of the wall. However, it has not 

seen as much use in our lab as expected. We believe this to be because it was still a 

relative pointing device, which meant it required frequent “clutching” to traverse larger 

distances, especially on the 100-megapixel LambdaVision display. Whereas traditional 

clutching is performed by lifting and repositioning the mouse on a surface, Gyromouse 

clutching is performed by letting go of the trigger button enabling the movement of the 

cursor, moving the mouse in mid-air and again pressing the trigger. This often confused 

users since they were used to the mechanics of the traditional desktop mouse. To make 

matters worse, dragging an object on the display meant holding two buttons at the same 

time: the trigger to enable cursor movement and a button to grab the object on the screen. 

If a clutching action was required in the middle of a drag operation, the user had to 

remember to let go of the trigger while still holding the button that is grabbing the object. 

Although with little practice, users would get used to this, the mere presence of learning 

curve sometimes discouraged novice users.  

Unlike the Gyromouse, Wiimote was an absolute pointing device that does not 

require “clutching” for traversing the whole range of the wall. This effectively eliminated 

the learning curve making it more suitable for novice users. However, in its default 

configuration, Wiimote is tailored to the typical home-theater environments and does not 

scale well to wall-sized displays. To mitigate this problem, an improved tracking 
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approach was developed that effectively doubled its operating range and off-axis 

performance. Nevertheless, even with the improvements, it depended on the line-of-sight 

for operation and was therefore susceptible to interruptions if users obstructed its view in 

collaborative usage scenarios. While appropriate for use cases where such obstructions 

were rare, Gyromouse remained the preferred device for interaction from a distance. 

 

5.2.2 SAGE Pointer – Interaction From Personal Laptops 

As reported previously, there is a need for interaction modalities appropriate for a 

large number of users however, providing every user with a physical interaction device 

was impractical. While SAGE UI could have easily been retrofitted with direct 

interaction capability, it was too full-featured for a casual user and could potentially be 

confusing with a mix of direct and indirect interaction capabilities. Therefore, SAGE 

Pointer was developed, a small cross-platform application (Windows and Mac) that 

allows users to share a variety of image and video formats, PDF documents and personal 

 

Figure 14. The Gyromouse (made by Gyration) is used for enabling interaction from a 
distance. 
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desktops using a VNC protocol (Figure 15). It was conceived as a lightweight 

replacement to the original SAGE UI while empowering every user with direct wall 

interaction from their laptop. It allows users to simultaneously manipulate windows on 

the wall by providing every user with their own pointer, controlled by the laptop’s 

trackpad or mouse. To gain control of the wall, users simply move their cursor to the top 

portion of the laptop screen at which point their cursor shows up on the wall and 

disappears from the laptop screen. This metaphor is similar to the one of extended 

monitor when a secondary display is connected to a laptop.  

Besides being able to share local media files and documents using a simple drag-

and-drop interface, users can also share images and YouTube videos directly from a web 

browser, eliminating the need to first download them onto their computer. Furthermore, 

for information that cannot be uploaded to SAGE, users have an option to take a local 

screenshot, which can automatically be shared on the wall by the SAGE Pointer 

application. It is important to reiterate that users are not able to edit information in 

SAGE, only display it (e.g. editing a text document on the wall is not feasible). 

 

 

Figure 15. SAGE Pointer is a simple cross-platform that allows users to control SAGE 
walls from their laptops, share their desktop, media files and documents.  
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5.2.3 Summary of Design Improvements 

Figure 16 summarizes the current state of the interaction framework with the early 

SAGE observations and the resulting features highlighted in blue. The early observations 

of SAGE use in weekly meetings and the Anatomy class indicated a clear need for direct 

interaction capabilities for multiple users simultaneously. This was the primary 

motivation for the development of the interaction framework that enabled the variety of 

use cases presented in this document. 

Furthermore, the early observations also revealed two distinct interaction zones 

that users were found in: from a distance and while sitting. Direct interaction from a 

distance was supported by various physical interaction devices, of which Gyromouse and 

the Wiimote were the most suitable. Because of its large operating range, Gyromouse 

was particularly appropriate for encouraging physical navigation, which has been 

previously shown to improve performance while being more natural (Ball and North 

2008). Interaction while sitting was enabled through SAGE Pointer, a lightweight 

replacement for the original SAGE UI, which enabled direct interaction and pointing 

from a laptop. Although prior work has proposed various novel interaction devices for 

wall displays, they were all targeted at single-user environments. While the Gyromouse 

or the Wiimote weren’t novel input devices, they did allow concurrent multi-user 

interaction, which was necessary for studying real-world collaborative use cases. 
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5.3 Observations 

5.3.1 Classroom – Visual Analytics Class #1, Half-wall 

Besides the experience with the new interface during our meetings, a semester-

long computer science class on visualization and visual analytics was also taught using 

the Cyber-Commons wall. The focus was on teaching various visualization techniques 

 

Figure 16. The first design phase focused on enabling direct interaction. Observations 
and the resulting framework improvements are highlighted in blue. 
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through existing visualization examples. Because of the thin bezels, viewing text was not 

problematic anymore, unlike during the anatomy class which used the previous 

generation LambdaVision wall. Therefore, the professor would hold lectures from a 

website prepared for the class displayed on one half of the wall through a laptop 

connected by a video cable, essentially mimicking a typical projector setup. On the other 

half of the wall, SAGE was used for showing media pertinent to the discussion (Figure 

17). There were two main reasons for this separation as opposed to using SAGE for the 

whole wall. Firstly, we had no native web browser for SAGE, which meant screen 

sharing was our only other option for showing webpages. At the time however, it was 

limited to a few frames per second, which is normally enough for meetings but not 

enough for interactive visualizations often shown in the class. The second reason for 

separation was the inability to logically partition the wall to support two organization 

modes simultaneously: one side where the lectures notes are always maximized and the 

other where media can be organized independently without affecting the lecture notes 

(e.g. if one wanted to tile the images, it would tile the lecture notes as well).  
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Although the media was already embedded in the lecture notes, displaying them 

separately on a high-resolution display allowed the professor to juxtapose them, for 

instance, for comparing and contrasting various visualization solutions to the same 

problem (Figure 18). Ultimately, this externalizes students’ memory since all examples 

were visible simultaneously eliminating the need to remember the characteristics of each 

visualization. Students confirmed this benefit during a post-semester survey where eighty 

percent of the students felt that they were learning significantly more in this classroom 

space than they would have in a more traditional classroom equipped with whiteboards 

and a single projector.  

 

Figure 17. Visual Analytics class taught on the Cyber-commons wall. The left half 
contained the lecture notes while the right half ran SAGE for juxtaposing media 

relevant to the lecture. 
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To show the media files on the SAGE display, the professor would drag and drop 

them either directly from the web browser (e.g. the lecture notes), or the local hard drive, 

onto the SAGE Pointer. A Gyromouse connected to the same laptop was used to control 

the web browser on the computer and also to control the SAGE display. The switching 

between the control modes was done using the SAGE Pointer application, which assigned 

one of the auxiliary buttons on the Gyromouse to do the switching (this was prior to 

implementing the extended monitors metaphor for sharing the cursor). Although the 

professor was skilled at using the Gyromouse, switching between the modes remained 

confusing throughout the semester, which ultimately motivated the shift to the extended 

monitors metaphor. It is important to note that the Gyromouse was used because it allows 

for the greatest mobility in front of the wall, which was necessary since the professor 

spent a considerable amount of time directly at the wall, explaining the visualizations and 

 

Figure 18. Juxtaposing media externalizing students' memory and allows direct 
comparison. 
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pointing out the details using hand gestures. This was an obvious indication that physical 

navigation is preferred for being more natural even though it may be slower and requires 

more physical movement. Ideally then, one would be able to manipulate the objects on 

the wall directly, through a touch interface for instance, eliminating the need for the 

Gyromouse and the awkward mode switching. 

Besides the lectures, the students also used the wall for paper presentations during 

the semester. The presentation slides were shown from the laptop connected through a 

video cable, while on the other half of the wall running SAGE, they would often preload 

pertinent media in order to bring it up more easily at the time of the presentation. The 

reason for showing media outside the presentation slides was the same as during the 

class, to more effectively explain the characteristics of related visualizations. As more 

students wanted to preload their media, the display quickly became crowded and it was 

more difficult to find and organize the appropriate windows for each student. This was 

partly the motivation for the minimize feature described earlier, which allowed students 

to preload their media on the wall without taking up much space.  

The same split-wall setup was used during the project presentations. While 

students were presenting their visualizations from the laptop on one half, the other half 

was running SAGE where the professor would upload a screenshots of all the projects. 

This again had the benefit of spurring discussion by making the strengths and weaknesses 

of each project evident when compared to others. During the project presentations, the 

professor would move to the back of the classroom and instead of using the Gyromouse 

to control the wall, he would use the SAGE Pointer from his laptop. This simply adds to 
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the substantial amount of evidence supporting the need for multi-modal interaction, even 

for the same use case. 

5.3.2 Lessons 

5.3.2.1 Multi-modal Interaction 

Absolute pointing devices (e.g. laser pointer) directly reflect user’s motion with 

the cursor over the entire display surface, without requiring “clutching” (repeating the 

gesture in order to cover more distance). Relative pointing devices require clutching, 

which is understood with a desktop mouse but confusing if done in mid-air (e.g. 

Gyromouse). This perhaps indicates that the problem is not the presence of clutching 

itself but rather in the mechanics of it. For instance, one can imagine mid-air hand 

gestures where clutching is performed quite naturally while turning a virtual object 

(similarly to how we would repeatedly turn a physical object). In our case, given the 

inexpensive off-the-shelf devices, a more appropriate choice for novice users was the 

Wiimote, even though it had a somewhat limited operating range. On the other hand, 

more experienced users also had Gyromouse as an option, which did not have any 

practical operating range limitations. In fact, it was the only device available if up-close 

interaction was desired, even though it would not be intuitive since small movements of 

the hand would result in large movements of the cursor when viewed from up-close. 

These two devices however, are far from constituting a complete set of interaction 

modalities appropriate for all use cases. For instance, while enabling mobility in front of 

the wall for several users, they might not be practical in scenarios involving a large 

number of users or users that are mostly sitting down (e.g. our weekly meetings). 
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Therefore, the solution currently does not lie in a single ideal device but rather in a set of 

devices with various interaction affordances. One might have to consider criteria such as 

the number of simultaneous users, the operating range, the necessary accuracy and the 

speed of the device. 

5.3.2.2 Easy Window Manipulations 

Increasing the size and resolution of displays also increases the number of visible 

windows. This is in contrast to desktop displays where windows are mostly overlapping 

and there is rarely more than one window visible at a time. This means that the problem 

of window switching on desktop displays is becoming more of a window organization 

problem, requiring frequent window manipulations. Simplified window manipulation 

encourages users to experiment more with the organization of windows, potentially 

providing new perspective on their problems. Besides merely increasing the ease of 

manual window manipulation, there is great potential for automating certain frequently 

used paradigms using more powerful window organization tools. For instance, bringing 

multiple windows into focus or moving and resizing multiple windows simultaneously 

appeared to be a common behavior. 

5.3.2.3 Off-loading Information 

A naïve argument may be that given “enough screen space”, all the windows will 

be visible and tiling will become a prevalent method of window organization. In reality, 

given more screen space, we tend to display more information, which eventually 

necessitates moving it aside while keeping it within reach. Another reason for off-loading 

is the visual overload when a large amount of information is displayed simultaneously. 
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5.3.2.4 Persistence 

Although off-loading information serves to maximize the amount usable wall 

display space, it does not lend itself for supporting long-term work. In such cases it will 

be crucial to save and reload the state of the wall at a later time. For instance, in 

classrooms, lectures sometimes spread over multiple class sessions, which would require 

reloading the material from the previous class to continue where the class left off. Such 

persistence features are increasingly important as the amount of visible information 

increases since manually rearranging it would be impractical and could therefore 

discourage further use of wall displays for long-term work. 

5.4 Second Design Phase – Enhancing Display Organization 

As noted previously, managing an increasing amount of visible information 

requires more powerful window organization techniques. Several opportunities for 

improvement have been observed, which motivated the development of the following 

initial set of organization techniques: 

5.4.1 Off-loading Information – Minimize 

Although similar to the iconize feature found on desktops, minimize feature was 

tailored for wall-sized displays. The minimize bar was positioned at the bottom, along the 

whole width of the display. To minimize a window, users would simply drag the window 

down, onto the minimize bar. It is important to note that minimized windows were not 

“iconized” as they usually are in desktop operating systems and instead are simply 

rescaled to a smaller size. For instance, if a video was minimized, it will still be playing 
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(albeit at a lower framerate to preserve system resources). Given a large number of 

windows, this aids significantly in window identification, especially since the window 

aspect ratio is preserved as well. To take advantage of user’s spatial memory, a 

minimized window was positioned at the same location where the user dropped it onto 

the minimize bar. This further facilitated window identification. Windows minimized in 

the same area are also tiled, preventing overlap. Though tiling will alter the window’s 

minimized position slightly, it will be not be significant enough to invalidate user’s 

spatial memory. A single click on the minimized window restores it to its original 

position. 

5.4.2 Maximize 

Perhaps another term for maximize in the context of wall displays would be 

“bring into focus” as maximizing a window over the whole display is rarely desired. 

Furthermore, one might imagine the utility of maximizing a window only within a 

physical display (i.e. one tile) (Grudin 2001), however, in case of Cyber-Commons and 

its thin bezels, users typically regarded the whole display as one seamless surface without 

paying much attention to the physical screens. Therefore, since we are dealing mostly 

with media files in SAGE, maximize feature simply brings the window into the center of 

the display and makes it as large as possible while preserving the window’s aspect ratio. 

Double-click anywhere on the window maximizes it while the second double-click 

restores the window to its original position. 
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5.4.3 Tiling 

Although large size and high resolution enables us to juxtapose many pieces of 

information for direct comparison, it is very time consuming to do manually. We have 

therefore developed a tiling feature that will organize all the visible, un-minimized 

windows into a grid, with each cell being of equal proportions. The final cell size is 

determined from a combination of the average window aspect ratio, the aspect ratio of the 

display and on the number of visible windows. Although not optimal, it provides fairness 

given a variety of window sizes and their aspect ratios. Originally we had a second tiling 

mode, which uses physical screen boundaries as cells, however, this has not seen any use 

on the Cyber-Commons display. Perhaps this is another hint that 7mm bezels are small 

enough for perceiving the display as seamless. 

Tile mode can be either turned on or off. Even when on, windows can still freely 

be moved and resized manually, allowing for further layout customization. When on, 

upon adding new content, the display will automatically retile itself. Turning the tiling 

mode off will simply disable new window tiling but it will preserve the current 

organization of windows. The order of windows in the grid is based on the age of the 

window (i.e. how long the window has been on the display), the oldest being first, the 

youngest last. This is beneficial when new content is added to the display as it shows up 

at the end of the grid without destroying the ordering and therefore spatial memory. 

5.4.4 Multi-window Manipulation 

Given that it is tedious to manipulate a large number of windows individually, we 

have enabled simultaneous multi-window manipulation, much like with icons on the 
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desktop. This applies to moving, resizing, maximizing, minimizing and closing actions. 

Using the secondary click (e.g. right-click), one can drag-select, click-select or use a 

combination of both actions to select multiple windows. Moving, resizing and closing 

simply replicates the action to multiple windows similarly to icons on the desktop. 

Minimizing multiple windows simultaneously will bring all the windows into the same 

area within the minimize bar which serves as a temporal reminder that a certain set of 

windows was minimized together. Maximizing a set of selected windows will bring all of 

the windows on top of the others and tile them using the same algorithm described 

previously. This essentially juxtaposes all selected windows for direct comparison. 

Multiple users can make their own selections and perform multi-window manipulations 

independently. 

5.4.5 Push-to-back 

In a desktop environment, reaching for a window completely hidden below the 

window in focus can easily be done using the ubiquitous ALT-TAB window switching 

operation. On wall displays however, we need a different window switching operation 

since the user mobility requirements make keyboards impractical. Although the top 

window can simply be moved aside to reveal hidden windows, it could also be pushed 

below all the windows without a change in size or position. While similar to the ALT-

TAB operation, it does not switch to the most recent window but simply pushes the top 

window all the way into the background, revealing the window immediately underneath. 

This way the operation is localized and does not affect the layout of windows in other 

areas of the display. 
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5.4.6 Persistence 

Although low-level support for persistence has already been developed and found 

rather useful during the anatomy class, we now had the ability to simplify its use further 

by designing its interface using SAGE Widgets. We have therefore designed a media 

library that keeps track of all the files shared by the users (Figure 19). This allows users 

to go back in time and browse older media directly on the wall, which is presented as 

thumbnails sorted by type and the time of upload. Besides browsing the media, users can 

preserve the current state of the wall, which saves the position, size and the loaded files 

of every application window currently running. Saved states can later be easily identified 

by the wall screenshot captured during saving. For reliability reasons, the system also 

automatically saves the state after every window manipulation, which can be reloaded in 

case of crashes to bring the wall to the exact state it was in right before the crash. 

 

 

Figure 19. The media browser, developed using SAGE widgets, is a tool for easily 
browsing and showing multimedia files on large high-resolution displays. 
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5.4.7 Summary of Design Improvements 

Figure 20 summarizes the current state of the interaction framework with the 

latest observations and the resulting features highlighted in blue. There was a clear need 

to support up-close interaction with the wall and various prior research efforts have 

investigated this modality. However, unlike projected displays used in prior research, 

Cyber-Commons was an LCD-based tiled display, which prohibited the use of camera-

based techniques for tracking touches.  

Prior research has also pointed out that users frequently perform many window 

manipulations and careful window arrangements on wall-sized displays, which was 

further supported by our observations. To assist window manipulations, several manual 

and automatic organization techniques have been developed. While not perfect, the 

automatic organization techniques often eliminate the need for careful manual window 

arrangements, greatly saving time and effort.  

As reported by (Andrews et al. 2010) and observed during the Visual Analytics 

class, a large amount of screen space serves to support external memory by eliminating 

the need to memorize information. However, even high-resolution displays are not 

enough for keeping all the information visible, which necessitates off-loading of 

information. The developed minimize feature serves the external memory by keeping the 

off-loaded information around, in the exact region where it was minimized. To further 

assist window identification, minimized windows still have the same aspect ratio as their 

un-minimized state. Lastly, their content is still displayed fully (e.g. a movie is still 

visibly playing while minimized). When off-loading information isn’t enough, the whole 
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state of the display can be saved and recalled at a later time by browsing screenshots of 

the saved states. 

 

 

Figure 20. The second design phase focused on enhancing the display space 
organization through easier window manipulation techniques. Observations and the 

resulting framework improvements are highlighted in blue. 
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5.5 Observations 

5.5.1 Meetings 

We continued to hold our weekly meetings in front of the display however, as 

previously observed, neither Gyromouse nor the improved Wiimote were ideal for direct 

interaction given the practical limit to the number of devices. This motivated the 

development of the aforementioned SAGE Pointer application to allow direct control of 

the wall from the laptop. Although again, not ideal for all scenarios (e.g. the anatomy 

class), it was appropriate for our weekly meetings since every participant already used a 

laptop to share their desktop and present their work.  

The extended monitor metaphor for sharing cursors on the wall was generally 

well accepted and understood nevertheless, there were several occasions when users were 

confused about the location of their cursor (i.e. wall or laptop). This appears to be more 

of a usability issue as opposed to a paradigm flaw, as several subsequent usability 

improvements have reduced the number of such occurrences dramatically. Ultimately, 

giving users the full ability to control the wall from their laptop as if they were using a 

handheld interaction device, ended up being highly appreciated by the users, especially 

given the ability to simultaneously and independently manipulate information. Such 

interaction paradigm proved so natural in fact, when users did not have their laptops and 

therefore, the ability to point at and interact with the display, certain subtle frustration 

became evident as they could not easily convey their ideas and thoughts relative to the 

existing conversation and content on the display. Clearly, this would not be possible 

without integrating true multi-user and multi-modal capabilities into the interaction 
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framework. Since new devices (i.e. pointers) can be added dynamically, users can 

casually switch back and forth between controlling their laptop and controlling the SAGE 

display, and would do so numerous times during the meetings. The need to casually join 

and leave meetings was also observed previously by Teasley et. al (Teasley et al. 2000) in 

the context of traditional war rooms. 

Window manipulation was fast and there was virtually no learning curve 

associated with the SAGE Pointer since it used a standard laptop trackpad, which inherits 

all the accuracy and speed advantages of the desktop mouse. The window layout during 

the meetings remained the same as before, with personal desktops as small windows 

along the periphery and one or more large windows in the center of the display serving as 

the focus of the discussion (Figure 7). In addition, given a more seamless display and a 

more intuitive user interface, users were now more readily sharing media on the wall 

pertinent to the discussion. Typically this ended up being a video or a few images but 

occasionally a large number of images would be shared, posing a problem of 

organization. Although the tiling feature was available, it was not utilized because this 

would tile all the windows, including other users’ shared desktops, which they did not 

want tiled. While manual workarounds were possible (e.g. minimizing everyone’s 

window first and then tiling just the images), it was easier for the users to simply forgo 

sharing media on the wall and display them directly on their shared desktop. This was a 

hint that the whole display sometimes should not be treated as a single contiguous surface 

but rather partitioned as needed to support individual or transient organization structures. 

Alternatively, the information on the wall could be explicitly grouped and manipulated as 

such. 
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Generally, the SAGE Pointer application seemed to be well accepted since it was 

a much simpler interface to SAGE and at the same time more powerful than the old 

SAGE UI. Interestingly, these benefits encouraged further, both scheduled and 

impromptu, uses of the Cyber-Commons wall as a shared collaborative medium. This is 

perhaps a testament to the true merit of the large high-resolution environments and a hint 

that we were moving in the right direction in making the most of the affordances of such 

environments. 

5.5.2 Analysis Task – “Image of Research” Judging 

Image of Research is an annual competition held by the University of Illinois at 

Chicago, which allows students to submit images representative of their research in order 

to receive cash prizes and public recognition. A panel of seven judges is assembled into a 

committee every year that picks the top six submissions based on a variety of criteria. In 

prior years, the submissions were reviewed on a laptop connected to a projector while 

this year the committee was invited to use our new Cyber-Commons wall. A judge 

familiar with the technology took the lead in controlling the wall from his laptop, using 

SAGE Pointer, and began by tiling all the submitted images on the wall (close to 50 

images). Besides the visual appeal of the image, another ranking criterion was the 

research represented by the image, as described in the submission statement. Therefore, 

the judge in control also shared his laptop screen on the wall with the website containing 

all the research statements. To make sure this information was visible at all times, the 

shared desktop window was maximized on the right, while the tiled images were 

manually moved to the left half of the wall (Figure 21). This way the tiling mode was still 
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utilized but further optimization of the window organization was done manually. The 

multi-window manipulation proved very useful here since whole columns of tiled images 

could be moved simultaneously, as opposed to moving every image individually. The 

ability to take advantage of the tiling mode while still being able to make manual 

adjustments was quoted as a valuable feature. This was perhaps an indication that the 

system can provide a degree of structure in organization while still allowing enough 

freedom for manually fine-tuning the layout. Alternatively, the wall could be partitioned 

into regions for supporting varying organizations, entirely eliminating the need for 

manual adjustments. 

 

During the first stage of the review process, images were sorted into two 

categories, “keep” and “discard”. Discarded images were minimized while images for 

keeping were simply left in their original position on the wall. Since minimized images 

were still easily recognizable, it allowed the committee to refer to them for comparing 

 

Figure 21. The Image of Research judging process made use of the Cyber-Commons 
wall for juxtaposing all the submissions on the left while providing the research 

statement on the right. 
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similar submissions. Upon deciding on the top 20 submissions, the images were 

categorized by the domain they were representing (e.g. humanities, science, art etc.). This 

was done in order to get an overview of how well each domain was represented and to try 

and nominate submissions from every domain. The categorization was denoted using 

spatial grouping, for the lack of explicit support for such organizational structure (Figure 

22). To determine the top six submissions, judges voted for their own top picks, which 

determined the final ranking based on the number of votes each submission received. For 

the lack of annotation support, the committee decided to treat the Cyber-Commons wall 

as an actual wall where votes were placed by attaching post-it notes on top of the digital 

images (Figure 23). Although this move ended the possibility for any future virtual 

interaction and replaced it with physical interaction, it was perfectly acceptable and 

natural this being the final stage of the judging process. It became obvious that even 

novice users grasp the physical navigation affordances of wall displays and will attempt 

to utilize it whenever possible. Ultimately, this is another indication that we should 

bridge physical and virtual worlds and combine the benefits that each offers.  
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Figure 22. For the lack of explicit support, information was categorized using spatial 
grouping during the Image of Research judging process. 

 

Figure 23. During the final stage of the Image of Research judging, the committee 
took advantage of the physical navigation affordances of wall displays and used 

post-it notes for placing votes. 
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5.5.3 Lessons 

5.5.3.1 Up-close Interaction 

As observed in the visual analytics class and the Image of Research judging 

process, physical navigation is an affordance of wall displays, which users embrace 

naturally and take full advantage of. While users are always free to walk up to the wall to 

see the detail and physically move around to analyze the information, it has to be 

combined with the ability to manipulate the information on the wall. Although the 

Gyromouse allows for complete freedom of movement, it is not very natural when used 

up close to the display since it feels like an intermediary device when there is no need for 

one. Preferably one would manipulate the objects directly on the wall (e.g. through a 

touch interface). 

5.5.3.2 Display Partitioning 

Although the Cyber-Commons wall was practically a seamless surface, spatial 

grouping of information on the wall has been observed in almost every use case so far. 

Either different regions of the wall had distinct purpose or information was spatially 

grouped based on a commonality. For instance, during the visual analytics class, there 

was a need to keep lecture notes separately from the media used for discussion, each 

calling for a different window layout on different regions of the wall. On the other hand, 

during the Image of Research judging, images were spatially categorized according to 

their domain. These behaviors indicate that large walls, although seamless, are logically 

partitioned and will need to provide explicit support for various simultaneous 

organizational structures. Although separation into peripheral and focal regions has been 
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observed previously in the context of single-user daily work (Bi and Balakrishnan 2009) 

and multi-monitor environments (Grudin 2001), our experiences indicate the need for 

more freely reconfigurable regions, especially given the collaborative nature of our 

environment. For instance, regions could be defined for supporting individual or transient 

organizations of information. 

5.6 Third Design Phase – Display Partitioning and Up-close Interaction 

5.6.1 Touch Interaction 

Although the Gyromouse was used for the bulk of the interaction, when users are 

at arm’s-length from the display, it becomes somewhat confusing to use because small 

movements of the mouse result in large movements on the display. In such cases, directly 

interacting with the wall using touch gestures is more natural since it takes advantage of 

physical navigation, as observed in most of the previously described use cases. Although 

enabling touch interaction on rear-projected walls can be achieved using cameras behind 

the screen, this technique is not applicable to LCD-based walls. However, PQLabs offers 

a solution using a simple frame around the wall, consisting of IR emitters and receivers, 

which can detect up to 32 touches simultaneously (PQ Labs). Having physical interaction 

device independence in our interaction framework again proved invaluable as integrating 

a touch screen device into DIM simply required converting raw touches into our generic 

set of events in a device plugin. Furthermore, the multi-user attribute of the interaction 

framework allowed us to design and prototype multi-user, multitouch gestures. Although 

users now have the ability to interact from a distance (Gyromouse, Wiimote or SAGE 

Pointer) and interact from up-close using touch input, each input modality has different 
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strengths and weaknesses. This exposes a question of how to design the wall user 

interface so that it is appropriate for all input modalities? For instance, Gyromouse and 

Wiimote, although imprecise, are able to quickly traverse large distances. On the other 

hand, touch input can be rather precise but it could take a long time to drag an object 

across a 20-foot wall. We began by replicating the existing window manipulation 

functionality using touch gestures: 

Move 

The intuitiveness of touch interfaces comes from direct relationship between the 

action and the result. For instance, if a finger moves 2 inches, the object being acted upon 

should move 2 inches as well, as it would in real life. However, on a 20-foot wall like 

Cyber-Commons, this means the user would have to walk 20 feet in order to move a 

window from one side of the wall to the other, which would quickly become tedious 

given a large number of such actions. As a better approach, we designed two alternative 

solutions, an imprecise one and a precise one. An imprecise solution involves a single-

finger flick gesture that launches the windows as if they were thrown across the display. 

The speed of the flick determines how far the window will travel while the direction of 

the flick determines the direction of the throw. This approach retains its roots in the real 

world and is easily understood since it mimics throwing real objects. The second 

approach allows users to precisely position a window anywhere on the wall, without 

having to walk the distance. A single-finger drag motion will drag a window at an 

accelerated pace according to a gain factor. For instance, given a gain factor of two, one-

inch movement of the finger will move the window two inches. The gain factor is 

determined dynamically based on the display size, satisfying the scalability 
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characteristics of the interaction framework. Some users expressed skepticism about this 

method, mentioning that it will not be very intuitive. However, after using the wall 

themselves, they quickly realized its benefit and noted that the gesture actually makes a 

lot of sense. 

Resize 

Resizing is performed using a familiar two finger-pinch gesture. However, during 

pilot testing, users would naturally attempt a pinch gesture with two hands at a distance 

significantly larger than the distance between two fingers on the same hand. Therefore, 

the size range of acceptable pinch gestures was increased to include two-handed attempts 

as well as the standard two-finger ones. 

Close 

As described previously, closing windows using physical interaction devices was 

accomplished by dragging and dropping the windows on close button at the top of the 

wall. Although possible to do using the touch interface as well, we felt there should be an 

easier way of accomplishing the same task. Therefore, a five-finger hold on the window 

will start fading the window. If the window reaches complete transparency after about 

one second, it will be closed, otherwise the close operation will be canceled and the 

window will return to normal opacity. Although not rooted in the real-life gesture, it has 

the benefit of requiring five fingers, which are rarely used during regular window 

manipulations and therefore not easily initiated by accident. 

Maximize 

The maximize is initiated using a double-tap, much like the double-click using 

other interaction devices. 
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Minimize 

Windows are minimized by dragging or flicking them to the bottom minimize bar. 

While the close button also requires dropping a window onto it, it is significantly smaller 

in size than the display-sized minimize bar, which was the reason for introducing a 

separate closing gesture. In order to makes space on the display, we have developed a 

gesture for minimizing all the windows at once. A five-finger downward swipe will begin 

“pulling a curtain” over the windows and if the swipe is continued and the curtain reaches 

the bottom, all the windows will be minimized. 

Push-to-back 

Pushing windows to the back is performed using a big tap, a tap with a large 

surface area. Users would typically use the whole palm or the bottom of their fist. This 

somewhat mimics real-life gestures where a bigger push is expected to move objects 

further, and since a tap is not directional, the object being acted upon could only go into 

the screen. 

5.6.2 Display Sections 

Prior research has pointed out that in multi-monitor systems users take advantage 

of the physical bezels for partitioning their workspace, typically into focal and peripheral 

regions (Grudin 2001). Despite the small physical bezels, the Cyber-Commons wall was 

treated as a seamless, contiguous surface. Nevertheless, we have still observed logical 

partitioning of the wall into different sections independently of the bezels. As these near-

seamless and seamless large high-resolution displays are becoming more prevalent, we 

will not be able to rely on the organizational benefits of distinct physical screens. 
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Therefore, to aid in spatial organization on such displays, we developed sections for 

explicitly partitioning the wall into any configuration of rectangular regions. This 

approach is similar to organizing documents (or files) in a folder, however, information 

on the wall is still visible which gives it a dual purpose: it acts as a document itself while 

its section membership embeds a secondary meaning (e.g. time or category). 

Sections are resizable rectangular regions allowing for various simultaneous 

organizational strategies on one seamless wall surface (Figure 24). To create a section, 

one simply splits any section into two, vertically or horizontally. This process can be 

repeated recursively allowing for any arrangement of sections on the wall. Removing a 

section is done using a small close button in each section, which simply assigns all its 

windows to the parent section. Each section can be tiled independently and will be retiled 

automatically if a new window is dropped into it while the tiling mode is turned on. 

When a window is dropped into a different section, it is automatically resized to fit within 

that section. Similarly, when sections are resized, all the windows within the section and 

the neighboring sections are moved and resized accordingly. The section membership is 

determined by the position of window’s center. Manually moving and resizing windows 

within a section is still possible, although if the center of the window happens to fall 

outside the current section during a resize operation, the window will be automatically 

fitted into the new section. 

With the introduction of sections, several previously described features were 

adjusted to better support selective organization strategies that sections offer. Minimizing 

multiple windows using a five-finger swipe gesture now acts only on the section where it 

was initiated, minimizing the windows within that section only. Similarly, a double-click 
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(or tap) will first maximize the window within its section while a second consecutive 

double-click will maximize the window over the whole display. Lastly, the persistence 

feature will also save the current state of sections, even if no windows on the display are 

present. This allows users to preserve the current section arrangements as templates for 

later use. 

 

5.6.3 Summary of Design Improvements 

Figure 26 summarizes the current state of the interaction framework with the 

latest observations and the resulting features highlighted in blue. Several prior 

observations have clearly pointed out the need for up-close interaction with the wall. 

Luckily, recent technological advancements by PQ Labs have made it possible to add 

 

Figure 24. Three display sections supporting various organization strategies. The left 
section is automatically tiled while the rest are manually organized. 
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touch capability to the LCD-based Cyber-Commons wall. Although an early prototype 

with limited response rate, it was sufficient for devising several crucial touch gestures for 

supporting concurrent, multi-user up-close interaction. Perhaps most importantly, the 

addition of the touch input modality has the potential to further encourage the more 

natural physical navigation. The summary of all interaction zones and their affordances is 

presented below in Figure 25. 

 

Although the Cyber-Commons wall was now treated as a contiguous display 

thanks to its thin bezels, users still logically divided the display space to serve several 

different needs. Aside from spatial categorization, space was also used for maintaining 

various organizations of information and for supporting focal and context regions during 

 

Figure 25. The summary of the three commonly used interaction zones in wall display 
environments, each with their own benefits and drawbacks. 
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tasks. Unlike prior work, which has reported that in single-user environments the center 

is the focal region, the observed collaborative use cases indicated that focal regions 

change often and depend on the use case. Display sections (i.e. rectangular, resizable 

regions) were developed in order to support such uses of display space. 

 

 

Figure 26. The third design phase brought the touch interface as another interaction 
zone and display sections for space partitioning. Observations and the resulting 

framework improvements are highlighted in blue. 
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5.7 Observations 

5.7.1 Classroom – Visual Analytics Class #2, Full Wall 

Following the success of visual analytics class the first semester, the course was 

taught using the Cyber-Commons wall the second semester as well. In the meantime 

however, we have improved SAGE desktop sharing to run at 25 frames per second 

making it appropriate for showing real-time information, such as animated visualizations 

and videos. Together with the touch capability and the display partitioning features, we 

could now use SAGE across the whole wall without being bound by the speed of desktop 

sharing or the inability to organize media independently of the lecture notes. The wall 

was now partitioned into three sections, roughly corresponding to the thirds of the 

display: the left section was used for juxtaposing media from the lecture notes, the middle 

was reserved for the shared desktop with the lecture notes while the right section was 

showing another shared desktop of a Cintiq tablet (made by Wacom) which imitated the 

capabilities of a whiteboard (Figure 27). Although displaying lecture notes in the center 

of the wall makes sense for visibility, the choice of putting media on the left was purely 

practical. Since the initial position of windows in SAGE is always the bottom-left corner 

of the wall, it made sense to designate the left section for juxtaposing media. While 

acceptable in this case, one might imagine other cases when this is not the most optimal 

initial position of windows. 
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Having a touch screen for up-close interaction allowed the professor to use it for 

manipulating media on the wall while the Gyromouse was still used for controlling the 

web browser with the lecture notes. This allowed the professor to stand in front of the 

wall during the whole lecture while completely eliminating the need to switch 

Gyromouse modes as done previously. This combination of the Gyromouse and the touch 

input was received quite naturally, despite the need to frequently switch between the two 

input modalities. In fact, after a class when the professor had to revert to using the 

Gyromouse only due to technical problems with the touch screen, he proclaimed not even 

being aware of how much he appreciated the touch screen. This further supports the case 

for multi-modal interaction and demonstrates that using two input modalities is 

acceptable and even preferred to a single one, as long as each modality is the right tool 

for the task. Naturally, this argument likely would not extend to two input modalities 

 

Figure 27. During the visual analytics class, the Cyber-Commons wall was 
partitioned into three regions, one for juxtaposing media, one for the Cintiq 

tablet and one for the lecture notes. 
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which both require holding a physical interaction device. Although one may certainly 

argue that exclusively using a touch screen would be an even better approach, it still may 

not be suitable in all cases. For instance, if the professor could control the web browser 

and the lecture notes through a touch interface, the window would have to be low enough 

to be completely reachable which would reduce the visibility for students in the back 

rows. Furthermore, during the project presentations, the professor would still control the 

wall from the back of the classroom for displaying individual images, which obviously 

could not be accomplished using the touch interface. 

During the lecture, there were two most common reasons for displaying media on 

the SAGE wall as opposed to from the lecture notes. First, very large images could be 

viewed in higher resolution than in a web browser. Those were typically maximized 

within a section, or less frequently, maximized across the whole wall for an even bigger 

window. Second, as mentioned previously, media could be juxtaposed for easier 

comparison. This was often accomplished by simply leaving the tile mode on which 

would automatically juxtapose media as it was dragged from the web browser. 

Occasionally, there was a need to emphasize details in one of the windows, which was 

easily accomplished by maximizing the window, even while in tile mode. Ability to 

manually manipulate windows while still in tile mode again proved very useful. As 

various topics or a set of examples came up during the lecture, the left section of the 

display was cleaned up and the new images were brought up. As switching topics 

occurred frequently, it was useful to take advantage of the minimize-all gesture described 

earlier. 
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Overall, the second semester of the class was a significant improvement over the 

first semester, primarily due to the addition of the touch interface for up-close interaction, 

which is rooted in the traditional classrooms where professors teach in front of 

blackboards. Although counter-intuitive, the addition of the second input modality only 

simplified the environment resulting in more natural interaction. Additionally, the ability 

to partition the wall using sections offered finer control over various window layouts. 

5.7.2 Presentation - Art Seminar 

Although presentations are traditionally delivered from a set of presentation 

slides, the high-resolution environments open new opportunities for enhancement. While 

slides are still valuable for providing the general flow of a presentation, they are quite 

limiting in elaborating the presented concepts using digital media, primarily because 

written explanations have to be sacrificed in order to display the media. Wall displays 

however, offer the opportunity to juxtapose all relevant media while still taking 

advantage of presentation slides for providing the flow and structure to a presentation.  

We have had the opportunity to observe a student presentation during an art 

seminar class. The wall was organized similarly to the visual analytics class, with the 

slides maximized in a section on one side, while the rest of the wall was dedicated to the 

section containing tiled presentation images (Figure 28). As the images were referred to 

during the presentation, they were simply maximized within that section. To control the 

wall, the presenter used the Gyromouse and the touch input interchangeably throughout 

the presentation. This provided him with the mobility in front of the wall while also being 

a natural interaction method when up-close. 
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During the discussion following the presentation, certain questions prompted the 

presenter to share additional images and videos on the wall to clarify answers or further 

support discussion. Eventually, the presenter even shared his desktop on the wall in order 

to bring up information from a web browser. Since these actions were unplanned and 

their sole purpose was to display information as easily as possible, the shared media 

simply ended up being thrown on the display and either maximized or quickly resized for 

visibility. Essentially, this instantly turned a structured and organized environment into 

an unstructured one with very temporary organizations (Figure 29). However, since the 

sections used in the presentation were still present on the wall, on a few occasions they 

interfered with the temporary window enlargements by automatically fitting a window 

when not desired. This behavior suggested that although providing structure is useful in 

managing large amounts of information, freedom of manual window manipulation still 

 

Figure 28. During the art seminar presentation, the wall was split into a working 
region with all the media and the context region with the presentation slides. 
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has to be allowed. Although it is already possible to move windows manually, even in tile 

mode, it is sometimes difficult to do without the interference from the underlying 

structure provided by the sections. 

 

5.8 Summary of Design Iterations 

This chapter presented an iterative design approach to understanding the most 

common interaction and display space organization behaviors users exhibit while 

managing a large amount of information on wall displays. From the observations of 

various use cases, a number of techniques and tools were developed for supporting such 

behaviors, which can broadly be grouped into three categories. First, multi-modal 

interaction for input from three interaction zones: up-close, distant and sitting. Second, 

improved window manipulation techniques for managing a large amount of information 

on the wall. Third, display partitioning features for supporting spatial categorization and 

 

Figure 29. During the discussion stage, a structured display space quickly turned into a 
freeform one with many temporary window organizations. 
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spatial organization of information. Figure 30 presents the final set of techniques that 

have been developed for supporting virtual interaction and reconfiguration of space in the 

context of digital war rooms.  

 

Although each of the presented techniques was developed with multi-user 

interaction in mind, few uses cases actually demanded concurrent multi-user interaction. 

Instead, there was frequently one user manipulating the wall while others were 

participating in the discussion. Therefore, the question remains of how these developed 

techniques support use cases that are closer to the traditional war room environments 

with frequent simultaneous multi-user interaction. Investigating such use cases would 

also reveal how well the presented techniques complement the primary affordances of 

traditional war rooms, which are responsible for the productivity benefits of radical 

collocation. 

 

Figure 30. Digital war rooms are a combination of traditional war rooms and large, 
high-resolution displays, which provide the benefits of virtual interaction and 

reconfigurable space. 
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5.8.1 Design Needs not Addressed 

The last several use cases highlighted the benefit of the developed techniques in 

managing information on wall displays. However, they also pointed out further needs that 

have not been addressed in this work but are presented below. 

5.8.1.1 Structure + Freedom 

As observed in the art presentation scenario and the Image of Research judging 

case, providing organization support (e.g. sections and tiling) is useful when managing a 

large amount of information with ease. However, we must not forget to permit manual 

manipulations for fine-tuning the layout or enabling transient organizations, as these 

situations will inevitably occur given the number of potential applications of wall 

displays. Although manual window manipulations were allowed in sections and in tile 

mode, a better support for manually fine-tuning the layout is still needed. 

5.8.1.2 Initial Window Position 

Clearly, there is no real reason for initially placing windows in the bottom-left 

corner and in fact it might not work well in all cases. But the question then becomes, 

what is a better initial position? Some options are picking a different initial place, 

allowing users to define the initial position or putting windows in a temporary bin where 

they do not take up much space. The matter is complicated further in a collaborative 

scenario and it ultimately may require scenario-specific approach. 
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5.8.1.3 Annotation 

Annotation is useful in any analytical environment, and it becomes even more 

essential on wall displays with a large amount of visible information. Although making 

so much information visible externalizes users’ memory, it could also lead to visual 

overload and difficulty in identifying windows. While spatial organization of windows 

mitigates the problem to some extent, it may not be enough and users may need to 

provide further categorization via other means, especially in a collaborative scenario 

where different users may want to categorize information differently. Annotation could 

help tremendously since it not only allows highlighting of important details but also 

allows users to attach additional meanings to individual pieces of information, either for 

categorization or identification purposes. Unlike spatial categorization, this would also 

extend to collaborative scenarios since each user can add annotations independently. For 

instance, in the Image of Research judging scenario, instead of voting using physical 

post-it notes, users could make virtual notes on each window. This would not have been 

possible using spatial categorization given that each committee member had to provide 

his or her own input. Part of the reason for omitting annotation from the set of techniques 

presented in this document was limited refresh rate of the physical touch screen used in 

Cyber-Commons. 
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6. EVALUATION - COLLABORATIVE ANALYSIS USER STUDY 

Scenarios such as presentations, meetings, classrooms and a simple analysis task, 

presented the need for manipulation of numerous pieces of information, which informed 

the development of interaction and display space organization techniques described 

previously. While most of these use cases have been collaborative, only the weekly 

meetings called for simultaneous multi-user interaction. Furthermore, all were rather 

structured and required little in terms of planning the approach to the task. On the other 

hand, the greatest benefits of war rooms are realized for more complex tasks involving 

multiple stages and varying group dynamics. For such tasks, war rooms can double the 

productivity of teams when compared to individuals working separately (Teasley et al. 

2000). Therefore, a more freeform collaborative analysis task was devised in order to 

investigate how can wall displays and their benefits of virtual interaction and 

reconfigurable space be used to create digital war rooms. More specifically, how do the 

developed interaction and display space organization techniques support war room 

behaviors that necessitate concurrent multi-user interaction, reorganization of space and 

varying group dynamics? 

6.1 Study Methodology 

The goals of the study were to try to answer some of the following questions: 

• How is the display space organized when the work is divided among users 

(i.e. when they work separately)? 
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• How is the display space organized when users work together to reach an 

agreement? 

• What do the group dynamics look like in wall display environments? 

• How do users coordinate input control, and which modes of interaction were 

used? 

• What were the fundamental window organization techniques employed during 

the study? 

• How can we design wall display spaces that facilitate collaborative analysis 

and help users better manage large amounts of information? 

6.1.1 Task Description 

The task chosen for the study was job searching which involved surveying the 

then-current job market and finding the top five job openings given a variety of career 

interests and job criteria. This task was chosen because it required little specialized 

domain knowledge; it was simple and doable in a reasonable amount of time and 

potentially involved reviewing many pieces of information. The task was split into two 

parts in order to explore the two modes of group work we were interested in: working 

independently (dividing the work) and working together.  

In the first part of the task, nine related career interests of the hypothetical job 

seeker were given to the group and their task was to find as many job openings that 

match one or more of these interests. They were given 30 minutes to accomplish this part. 

Eight job searching websites were given to them as a starting point. It is important to note 
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that the participants were never explicitly asked to work independently on this part, 

although we anticipated most groups would split up the work.  

In the second part of the task, they were given six criteria to judge the previously 

found job openings by, and were asked to pick the top five jobs, as a group. Their final 

product was to be a digital poster on the wall listing the top five choices and any relevant 

information they could find which supported their decisions. For this part, they were 

given one hour and the only explicit requirement was to agree on the top five choices as a 

group. 

6.1.2 Setup and Equipment 

The study was performed using the Cyber-Commons running SAGE across the 

whole wall, with the three participants seated at a table 6 feet away and centered in front. 

Each participant was required to have a laptop, either their own or one that was provided. 

All the features of SAGE were available to the participants, including the touch screen, 

the Gyromouse and SAGE Pointer on every laptop for interaction. It is important to 

reiterate that users were not able to edit information in SAGE, only display it (e.g. editing 

a text document on the wall was not feasible). 

6.1.3 Participants 

Eighteen (4 female, 14 male) graduate computer science students from our 

laboratory were recruited for the study, and organized into six groups with three 

participants in each group. There were two main reasons for recruiting participants from 

our lab. 
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Firstly, they all had enough experience with the wall display and SAGE to 

comfortably share information on the wall and perform basic window manipulations from 

lab meetings and classes held using the wall in the room. However, they had very little 

experience with using the screen space for dealing with large amounts of information, 

especially in a collaborative setting. This was desirable since it allowed us to investigate 

novel behaviors that emerged during the study, as opposed to behaviors based on 

preconceived ideas and experiences. 

The second reason for recruiting participants from our lab was to minimize social 

effects on group dynamics by ensuring participants were comfortable in front of each 

other. The groups were formed where all the participants were friends and have possibly 

collaborated on a project previously. Attention was also paid to the cultural aspects, 

where participants of similar cultures and backgrounds were grouped together. Since 

humans naturally tend to interact with other individuals of similar cultures and 

backgrounds, this requirement was rather easy to meet.  

6.1.4 Procedure and Data Gathering 

Prior to explaining the task to the participants, they were given a 15-20 minute 

demonstration of all the SAGE features and were encouraged to try them out and ask 

questions. Following the training period, the job-searching task was explained and they 

were given a handout with the task specifics and eight websites as the starting point.  

Although the most valuable information was gathered by the observing 

researcher, the study was also video and audio recorded and all the wall interaction was 

logged as a series of events. Following the study completion, the observing researcher 
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carried out a 15-30 minute group interview. Every group was asked a common set of 

questions about their positive and negative experiences with the system and any 

suggestions they may have for improvement. The second part of the interview was 

specific to each group and was used to gather a deeper understanding of various 

behaviors observed during the study by asking the participants to provide reasoning 

behind their actions. No quantitative metric was employed to evaluate each group’s 

performance since we were primarily interested in the process itself as opposed to the 

outcome. Moreover, it would be rather difficult to isolate variables responsible for the 

groups’ performance in an exploratory study. 

6.2 Observations 

Given the exploratory nature of the study and the lack of previous research on the 

topic, most of our findings are qualitative. However, as mentioned previously, we logged 

all the user interaction and this data was used to support certain observations or further 

explain various behaviors. 

In the following sections we present observations unique to our study, primarily 

related to its collaborative aspect, however we also briefly make note of observed 

behaviors previously reported in single-user studies (Andrews et al. 2010; Bi and 

Balakrishnan 2009). We believe the fact that we have also observed some of the same 

behaviors further strengthens the body of knowledge on large high-resolution displays, 

which will ultimately benefit the community trying to design such systems. 
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6.2.1 Overall Workflow 

All the groups took a similar, high-level, approach to the task: 

1. Split the work by search sites. Every user would take a few and search for all the 

career interests at those sites. 

2. Independently find job postings. Although not explicitly mentioned, we expected 

this behavior. 

3. Collect all job postings on the wall as PDF documents or screenshots. The number 

of postings found by the group ranged greatly, from 9 to 32 (average was 19). 

4. Present individual findings to the group, on the wall. 

5. Filter the presented job postings through group discussion and narrow the choices 

down to the top 5.  

6. Make the poster. All groups split up the work again, with each user taking a job 

posting and finding related media and information.  

6.2.2 Display Space Organization 

The main reason behind dividing the task up into two different parts was to study 

behavior of a group when members are working individually and when they are working 

collaboratively, and how this switching between two different modes takes place. 

6.2.2.1 Part One – Individual Web Searching and Data Gathering 

There were essentially two distinct approaches employed by all the groups: 

explicit and implicit separation of workspace. Three of the six groups decided to 

explicitly define personal workspaces by splitting the wall into three equal parts using 
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sections, each part corresponding to the user that was sitting in front of that section. From 

that point on, all job postings found by a certain participant went to their personal section. 

This allowed them to maintain any window layout they preferred without interfering with 

their co-workers. For instance, in Figure 31 the middle user had all his windows tiled 

while the user on the right had all his windows piled on top of one another. 

 

The other three groups simply started working by putting job postings on the wall 

as they found them. Every user still had their personal space on the wall, however this 

space was implicit and loosely defined. The separation between each user’s space was 

now denoted by physical distance between their collection of windows. In this case, the 

positioning of the users’ windows was loosely related to their seating position. Such 

implicit organization had several other consequences. First, to make the separation and 

ownership of space evident, there had to be an obvious distance between the groups of 

windows from different users (Figure 32), much more so than when sections were used 

 

Figure 31. Sections explicitly defined personal workspaces and allowed participants to 
employ individual organization strategies. 
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since the section splitter provided a clear separation clue. Simply speaking, this distance 

requirement meant that more display space was wasted. The second consequence of not 

using sections was the inability to use the tiling algorithm, so users often resorted to 

manual window alignment (Figure 32). Lastly, given enough windows, users would 

eventually intrude on each other’s territory, which meant they would have to re-negotiate 

the use of space. This happened with group 5 which eventually resorted to using sections 

to provide each user with their own workspace. 

 

Interestingly, no group decided to keep all their findings together. After all, the 

first part of the task was to collect job postings for the second part, which required them 

to filter all the findings as a group (meaning, the data will be aggregated anyway). 

Moreover, all groups decided to split the task by job searching website, rather than career 

interests, even though their chosen strategy was, in theory, more likely to result in 

duplicates. Keeping their findings separate allowed each participant to focus their 

 

Figure 32. Implicitly defined personal workspaces loosely correspond to users' seating 
positions, require more physical distance for clarity, and necessitate manual window 

organization. 
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attention only on their own work, which meant that duplicates weren’t identified until the 

group started filtering through the data in part two. In practice, however, this proved to be 

an insignificant problem since less than 10 duplicates were found across all groups.  

This desire for clear separation further strengthens the point that when given a 

choice, users prefer taking their own approach to the problem. Although taking individual 

approaches to solving a problem isn’t new, users are now able to extend this behavior to 

personalizing a portion of shared space, given that the space is easily re-configurable. 

6.2.2.2 Part Two – Collaborative Analysis and Filtering 

In part one, some users decided to keep their findings on their laptop, typically as 

open tabs in a web browser, instead of posting them on the wall. Since part two of the 

task required them to collaboratively filter the collected information, they quickly 

realized the benefit of having all the postings on the wall and decided to share their 

findings as well. Displaying all of the job postings on the wall externalized the group’s 

working memory and therefore reduced the users’ cognitive load because every window 

on the wall embodied multiple pieces of information, eliminating the need for 

memorization. Primarily, each window was a document itself, listing the actual job 

posting. However, it also acted as a proxy for the supporting information. For instance, 

window position described the current state of the job posting in the filtering process 

(“keep”, “maybe” or “not yet reviewed”). This made it easy to directly compare similar 

postings, to keep track of the progress or find duplicates. This was another example of 

distributed cognition, also observed by Andrews et al. (Andrews et al. 2010).  

Once all job postings were on the wall, every group took a moment to rearrange 

the display space. In the first part of the study, grouping of windows was used to denote 
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ownership (through sections or physical separation). In the second part, grouping was 

used for categorization, with the categories being “keep”, “maybe” and “not yet 

reviewed” (rejected job postings were simply removed). Although every group had the 

same categories, they again used implicit or explicit grouping (sections or physical 

separation) to denote categories. Interestingly, group 3 used sections for the first part and 

spatial grouping for the second part, while group 6 did the opposite. No matter which 

organization approach was chosen, the categories “keep” and “not yet reviewed” were 

always completely separate, which makes sense since those were the two most important 

categories. On the other hand, the category “maybe” was considered as a temporary one 

and therefore didn’t receive its own section. Instead, it was typically kept as a pile on the 

side somewhere. This was an indication that users needed some “scratch space” to 

temporarily place items in, similar to scratch paper we commonly use to write down 

short-lived ideas. 

During the filtering process, most groups would evaluate one job posting at a time 

by bringing its window into focus, either by resizing it manually or using the maximize 

feature to enlarge it. Quite often another piece of information was needed to effectively 

make a decision, from either the web or another job posting which was similar to the one 

currently being examined. To display this supporting information, users typically made 

use of spatial memory, recalling where this information was last seen on the display and 

bringing it into focus. The desired layout would be all relevant windows juxtaposed on 

top of all the categorized windows underneath (Figure 33). This presented a technical 

problem in groups that used sections for categorization since sections were designed to 

provide structure by automatically fitting a window inside if its center happens to fall 
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over that section. This automatic re-arrangement of windows resulted in user frustration. 

What users really desired was temporary freedom to lay windows out manually in a layer 

above all the sections. This need for structure plus freedom was repeatedly observed in 

all the groups and later confirmed in the post-study interviews. 

 

Another interesting behavior observed in all the groups was “stop and organize” 

which means briefly pausing the filtering process to organize the workspace. This 

organization could be as insignificant as repositioning a few windows inside a category 

or completely rearranging the whole workspace. This occurred either when a certain 

region became too cluttered, or the space went out of balance as windows were moved 

from one section to the other during filtering. Small changes to the organization were 

performed by individuals without consulting other group members while bigger changes 

 

Figure 33. Typical window layout during filtering stage consisted of the job posting 
and the supporting information in focus on top of the structured layout underneath. 
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would be initiated by individual participants, but discussed with the rest of the group 

before being carried out. This was especially apparent with group 4 which took an 

iterative approach to filtering, possibly because they had the largest number of job 

postings. Prior to each iteration, they would completely re-arrange the sections and 

windows in order to give emphasis to the job postings still to be evaluated.  

These behaviors identify space organization as an important part of the workflow 

on large high-resolution displays, which is a notable departure from the typical desktop 

environments where low resolution doesn’t necessitate significant space organization. A 

positive side effect of frequent organization is that it gives users an opportunity to take a 

step back, re-evaluate and clarify their focus and direction.  

6.2.3 Fundamental Organization Techniques 

Previously, we discussed the general layout of the wall, however at any point in 

time the users employed several fundamental organization techniques. We list the most 

commonly used ones. 

6.2.3.1 Tiling 

Virtually every group used the automatic tiling feature since it provides a quick 

way to lay out all windows without overlap. No overlap meant the effect of external 

memory was maximized since every window was fully visible. However, there were 

several issues associated with automatic tiling. 

The tiling algorithm itself is not optimal because the size of each cell depends on 

the average window aspect ratio, the aspect ratio of the section and on the number of 
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windows. This works best if all windows have a similar aspect ratio (Figure 31). On the 

other hand, given windows of varying aspect ratios, tiling tends to yield a lot of empty 

space between the windows. To get around this drawback, users sometimes split the 

current section into two and divided the windows between the sections based on their 

aspect ratios (Figure 34). Other times, they would simply resize the section several times, 

hoping to manually optimize the tiling algorithm, which often yielded successful results 

without much work. However, making one section smaller would automatically enlarge 

neighboring sections, which could alter their tiling arrangement. This would obviously 

present a problem when sections are owned by different users. Although never explicitly 

mentioned during the training, this effect was understood by the users and therefore 

section resizing was only performed in part two of the task where consequences did not 

directly affect other participants. 

 

The question of relative order of windows within a tiled section is also of 

importance. Ideally, we would like to minimize wild re-arrangements of windows since 

 

Figure 34. To get around the limitation of the automatic tiling algorithm and maximize 
space usage, users would sometimes group windows of similar aspect ratios into 

separate sections. 
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that could invalidate users’ spatial memory. The current algorithm orders the windows 

based on the time each window spent on the wall, oldest being first in the grid. This 

makes sense when new information is added to the wall since the windows are placed at 

the end of the grid. However, in part two of the task, the age of windows was not of 

importance anymore. In fact it was forgotten, which would occasionally result in 

unintentional re-arrangements that users did not understand. They quickly worked around 

this by turning the tiling feature off once windows were tiled, preventing further 

automatic re-arrangements. 

Ultimately, tiling was a much-appreciated feature and its benefits outweighed the 

drawbacks. Perhaps it becomes even imperative given a large number of windows 

because manual organization becomes too tedious. This was especially evident with 

group 4, which had the most windows and coincidentally made extensive use of the tiling 

feature, even trying to optimize its effectiveness to make the best use of space. 

6.2.3.2 Piling 

Another commonly used organization approach was piling, or rough grouping of 

windows with some overlap. Throughout the study, there were several reasons why users 

resorted to piling. It was used to denoted ownership of windows, to associate one or more 

items, or to create more free space. 

While piling is very natural, in our case the technology needed improvement to 

support this. For instance, finding specific items in a pile required many manual window 

manipulations and potentially some free space. This is somewhat similar to the problem 

of switching windows in any contemporary operating system, albeit a multi-user one with 

multiple piles which complicates the problem significantly. Moving a whole pile is 
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another issue. Although users could simply drag-select the whole pile and move it as a 

group, many simply forgot that this was possible and therefore ended up moving every 

window manually. Perhaps this is a clue that users were treating documents as windows 

from a typical desktop, which cannot be selected and moved as a group. This is a part of 

the learning curve associated with these environments of notably different affordances. 

Lastly, what identifies a pile is the top-most window. This however was difficult to 

maintain since the piles typically started with the most important window, the job posting 

itself, and therefore adding any supporting information to the pile would cover up the 

posting. Clearly, more advanced form of grouping support is needed. 

6.2.3.3 Aligning 

Aligning refers to manually positioning a window close to another one while 

leaving a small amount of empty space to visually separate the two. Mostly, this behavior 

was observed in the first part where individuals could keep to their own organization 

strategies and the number of windows per user was lower. Perhaps this behavior 

emphasizes the fact that each individual brings their personal preferences to the group 

and would like to adhere to them if possible (e.g. neatness). Manual alignment was 

primarily done to achieve a cleaner organization, but another side effect was better space 

utilization since manually arranging windows yielded closer packing than the automatic 

tiling could, especially in cases with varying window aspect ratios. It would be 

interesting to explore whether cleaner display space organization or aesthetics leads to 

better performance or understanding of information. 

Although users didn’t seem to mind the extra effort required to align windows 

neatly, the question arises how well this approach scales to a large number of windows. It 
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is probably not a coincidence that group 4, which had the largest number of windows, 

didn’t align windows manually. Regardless, the system could assist this behavior with 

either smarter tiling algorithms or even some simple snapping features. 

6.2.4 User Interaction and Control 

SAGE supports truly multi-user, multi-modal interaction, which provided a 

unique environment for studying control coordination among participants. Every user 

embraced this affordance naturally and took full advantage of it. Each user’s presence on 

the wall was denoted by a cursor, which could have a user-defined color and a label. 

Although not every user picked a color for their cursor, they did assign a label, which 

proved sufficient in differentiating cursors among participants. 

6.2.4.1 Sense of Ownership 

SAGE imposes no ownership restrictions, which meant that any user is allowed to 

control anything on the display at any point in time. Having control from their laptops 

meant they were also able to control anything on the display, since all windows on the 

display were reachable and had the same orientation for all users (unlike tabletop 

displays).  

During part one, there seemed to be an implicitly defined ownership of 

information since users were not touching each other’s windows or personal space. 

Exceptions to this were accidents when a user mistook somebody else’s window for his. 

In this case, they would even apologize for this mistake and correct it by returning the 
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window where they found it. This behavior was independent of whether the group used 

sections or simply spatial distance to indicate personal space. 

In part two, although every user would present his/her own findings, the windows 

weren’t always strictly controlled by the user who was presenting (i.e. the user who found 

the job posting). In fact, one group even decided to have a single user control the display 

during the filtering process. This agreement didn’t last very long however. Very quickly, 

other users wanted to express their opinions or point things out which meant they 

instantly, and mostly subconsciously, grabbed their own cursor to accomplish what they 

intended. Generally, it was easier to accomplish smaller tasks yourself than to explain to 

others what you wanted. This means that there has to be a very low barrier to entry for 

taking control of the display. Although there were some usability issues with switching 

control between laptops and SAGE, for the most part users found the control easy enough 

to use it continuously in such manner. 

Although a sense of ownership may be important in a more professional setting, 

we believe implicit social protocols may be enough to enforce this ownership. This 

further supports our prior observations from the weekly meetings. 

6.2.4.2 Division of Tasks 

Occasionally, during the filtering process there was a need for further information 

before the decision could be made. Often, individuals would volunteer to find this 

information while others were still reviewing the job posting in question. However, at 

times, tasks were specifically dispatched by one user, either to a specific individual (e.g. 

“Could you find it on the map?”), or to the group as a whole expecting somebody to take 

the responsibility for the task (e.g. “Can we Google it?”). In either case, the supporting 
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information was consistently shared on the wall as opposed to leaning over or turning 

laptop screens towards others. This indicated that users naturally adopted the wall as a 

shared medium and that they found it relatively easy to share the information. 

A degree of parallelism also occurred with organization. While two users were 

reviewing the materials (manipulating the focus), one user could be cleaning up the wall 

(manipulating the context). This never resulted in large reorganizations of the space since 

most of the space was taken up by the windows in focus and because individual 

participants would not undertake a larger restructuring without first consulting the rest of 

the group. 

6.2.4.3 Physical and Virtual Navigation 

Every group except for group 3 exclusively used laptops and virtual navigation 

for controlling the wall. Group 3 however, performed the bulk of the filtering process on 

the wall, using the touch screen. Upon gathering all the job postings on the wall, they 

eliminated all the sections and decided to individually review each posting (Figure 35). 

However, instead of enlarging it, the user that was physically closest to the window, 

would use a combination of physical and virtual navigation to bring it to the group (i.e. 

walking and dragging the window closer to the center of the group). Windows were 

rarely maximized or even enlarged much beyond what was necessary for the group to be 

able to read it. Such behaviors were a clear indication that physical navigation was more 

natural than virtual navigation, even if it demanded more physical work [3]. In the post-

study interview, members of this group noted that while using the touch screen felt 

slower, it was much more natural. Interestingly, this group was actually the fastest in 

narrowing down their findings to the top five while having the second largest number of 
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job postings (28)! The average time for filtering was 30 minutes while this group finished 

in 16 minutes. This group even did more comparisons among individual jobs during the 

filtering process (however, this was only observed, not quantified). This is possibly a hint 

that the quality of analysis improves with physical navigation. Perhaps this is another 

proof that physical navigation is more natural since it was easier to walk to another 

window than having to manipulate multiple items into focus, especially considering the 

virtual navigation learning curve. 

During the interview, most groups expressed curiosity about the touch interaction 

although they mentioned doubt about its usefulness as the primary reason for not trying 

it. Although these observations hint at the benefits of touch interaction, more work is 

needed to quantify these benefits or determine which input modality is better suited for 

which type of tasks. A longer study would also be required to investigate the effects of 

comfort and fatigue on the choice of input modality. 

 

 

Figure 35. Physical navigation proved more natural and required minimal window 
manipulations. 
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6.2.5 Awareness / Implicit Learning 

Large high-resolution displays are particularly well suited for supporting 

awareness since they offer a single large display surface visible to all participants in the 

group. We have observed several instances of users benefitting from increased 

awareness, primarily during the first part of the study when users worked separately.  

Almost universally, participants had their personal desktops shared on the wall 

during search. On several occasions, participants adopted their group member’s search 

websites and strategies by simply glancing onto the wall and noticing the web page they 

were on. Similarly, one user decided to highlight the important bits in the web page 

before taking the screenshot and sharing it on the wall. Highlights persisted in the 

screenshot and made it easier to later quickly recall what this job posting was about. His 

group member noticed this and immediately adopted the technique without ever 

mentioning anything. During the interview however, she felt slightly embarrassed at 

admitting this behavior. This means that supporting awareness on a large shared surface 

has potential to also reduce social awkwardness by allowing users to glance at each 

other’s progress without physically leaning over to see their laptop screen. 

Besides adopting each other’s search techniques, group members adopted also 

adopted organization strategies. In group 6, the middle user was neatly aligning his job 

postings on the wall. Having noticed that, the other two group members decided to align 

theirs similarly, without ever mentioning anything explicitly (Figure 32). The reason 

behind this behavior may have been of social nature rather than purely practical, since 

users with overlapping windows perhaps felt that they needed to contribute to the overall 

“cleanliness” of the display space, especially since this group did not use sections to 
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separate individual workspaces. On the other hand, a user in a group that did use sections, 

decided to manually align her windows neatly while others kept their own organization 

strategies. Perhaps simply having separate workspaces also affects the social dynamics 

within a group, possibly distancing the members from each other. However, a more 

focused study would be required to investigate this effect further. 

6.3 Design Implications – From User Feedback 

Even though some users in the beginning were skeptical about the advantages of a 

wall display in this task, in the end, impressions and feedback from all the groups was 

very positive. They stated that the ability to simultaneously interact with and view all the 

information at once helped immensely in this collaboration. Since the study, we have 

even observed increased use of the wall during regular lab activities such as classes and 

meetings. However, every group also noted some suggestions for improvement. Although 

sometimes conflicting, most of the suggestions revolved around usability issues of 

SAGE. They can broadly be summarized into several categories:  

6.3.1 Improved Feedback and Awareness  

Given such a large working surface, it is often difficult to make note of all the 

activity on the wall and therefore it would be useful to animate changes. Besides the 

obvious aesthetic benefits, this would have the potential to increase awareness since 

human peripheral vision is naturally sensitive to motion. For instance, users noted that it 

would have been helpful to animate the tiling process in order to more easily keep track 
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of automatic rearrangements and minimize the effect on spatial memory. Similarly, one 

could animate new windows showing up on the display. 

6.3.2 The Learning Curve  

The learning curve does not necessarily refer to learning to use the tools, but 

rather remembering all the capabilities and understanding how it could help them manage 

the display space. All users reported being more comfortable with the technology after 

the study and having a better idea of how to organize information with so much space 

available. Most claimed they would have paid more attention to organization and made 

more use of sections and tiling features if they had to do it again. Additionally, virtually 

every group overlooked a certain available feature, which could have simplified some 

actions or even result in new task strategy. 

6.3.3 Easier Control Switching 

Although the “extended desktop” metaphor for switching control from laptops to 

SAGE made sense, users were still sometimes confused about which display they were 

currently controlling. This was mostly due to technical reasons such as insufficient 

feedback and responsiveness. 

6.3.4 Annotation 

On a really large surface with many windows, identifying windows becomes 

difficult especially when documents are visually similar as in our case (primarily white, 

text documents). Users quoted annotation and editing on the wall as much needed 
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features to mitigate this problem. This would also provide the means for finer 

classification of information beyond the spatial categorization. 

6.4 Design Implications – From Observations 

Aside from the user feedback, we have abstracted several higher-level design 

goals to better support collaborative work on wall displays. 

6.4.1 Individual Workspaces 

Participants seemed to embrace the ability to organize their own display space 

without interfering with others. We believe that if we allow users to exercise their 

individual preferences instead of forcing structure on them, they are more likely to adopt 

large high-resolution displays as a collaborative medium. We have observed a similar 

behavior during our weekly meetings when users wanted to display a large number of 

images by organizing it in their own workspace, without interfering with others. 

6.4.2 Structure + Freedom  

Managing a large number of windows manually proved tedious for many users, 

which encouraged them to use sections and automatic tiling features. Although sections 

proved very useful in structuring the environment, they frequently got in the way of 

accomplishing simple, mostly temporary, tasks. This led to user frustration and 

diminished the benefit of sections; occasionally prompting users to remove sections 

altogether in order to gain complete freedom of interaction. Perhaps a layer of 

unrestricted window layout could be superimposed on top of a structured layout to allow 
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a degree of freedom. The art seminar presentation and the Image of Research judging 

scenario called for a similar functionality. 

6.4.3 Allow Transient Organization  

Even in a task as simple as this one, users sometimes attempted various layouts 

that better suit the current subtask. In a more complicated analytics task, gaining new 

insights about data could greatly depend on your ability to represent it in many different 

forms. Therefore, reorganizing information quickly and switching between different 

layouts would be crucial. 

6.4.4 Undo 

Since organization is now a task in itself, users will inevitably make mistakes. Or 

even worse, the system will make mistakes if it attempts to be intelligent. Undoing 

previous action or a set of actions is imperative. However, limiting the feature to undoing 

only the last window manipulation is not sufficient. For instance, during automatic tiling, 

dozens of window manipulations could occur in an instant. Perhaps a timeline approach 

would be more appropriate. Additionally, users might have many organizational 

structures on the display at once, which means it should be possible to undo actions 

selectively on certain portions of the display. Given a large number of windows and 

difficulty in identifying them, windows get closed by accident, which should be 

reversible as well. 
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6.4.5 Assist With Organization  

Considering that users sometimes forget to organize until clutter becomes 

obvious, the system could continuously monitor the space, learn about users actions and 

detect the state of clutter. It could either remind users to organize or even offer 

suggestions based on the gathered data. Defining metrics for identifying the state of 

clutter would depend on the use case, but could include the amount of overlap in 

windows, the number of windows, window sizes, amount of empty space and possibly 

the number of interactions. 
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7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The traditional war rooms have the potential to significantly increase the 

productivity of teams through radical collocation. Walls covered with paper artifacts are 

the primary tools that foster social interactions in such environments. The ultimate goal 

of this work was to begin a shift towards digital war rooms using wall displays that 

enhance traditional paper-based environments with virtual interaction and reconfigurable 

space for collaboratively managing large amounts of visual information. Therefore, this 

dissertation sought to understand the user interaction and display space organization 

behaviors in collaborative large, high-resolution display environments and investigate 

how to best take advantage of these affordances. To enable investigation in the context of 

real-world scenarios, a multi-user, multi-modal interaction framework was developed 

along with distributed, scalable user interface widgets. The framework, tailored for wall 

displays, provided the necessary development flexibility during iterative design of the 

interaction and display organization techniques. Following the three iterative design 

phases, the techniques were evaluated in a collaborative analysis task resembling a digital 

war room environment. A summary of the most important techniques and behaviors is 

presented below along with the discussion of how they complement the traditional war 

room environments. The chapter is concluded with ideas for future research directions.  

7.1 Digital War Rooms 

As mentioned previously, (Teasley et al. 2000) identified four fundamental 

affordances of war rooms responsible for productivity increase in teams. They were listed 
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as constant awareness and implicit learning, easy transitions in and out of spontaneous 

meetings, immediate access to information and its persistence. Substituting paper-based 

walls with large, high-resolution displays introduces two additional affordances, among 

others. First, digital walls enable virtual interaction with the artifacts, enriching 

interaction opportunities through various interaction zones. Second, digital space is easily 

reconfigurable, unlike walls covered with paper artifacts, which allows for more 

elaborate and dynamic display organizations. Combining these affordances begins to 

paint the picture of digital war rooms (Figure 36). The most important techniques in 

interaction and display space organization are restated below, along with how they 

complement the traditional war rooms. 

 

 

Figure 36. Digital war rooms are a combination of traditional war rooms and large, 
high-resolution displays, which provide the benefits of virtual interaction and 

reconfigurable space. The arrows outline how the techniques serve to support the 
traditional war room affordances. 
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7.1.1 Physical Interaction Zones and Multi-modal Interaction 

Different use cases call for different interaction zones, or areas where the users 

are physically located in front of the display during work. From the various observed uses 

cases, three frequently used interaction zones were identified: up-close, distance, sitting. 

Figure 37 illustrates the zones while the description of each is given below. 

Up-close 

Interaction directly on the wall is referred to as up-close interaction (e.g. using a 

touch screen). This modality takes advantage of physical navigation, which reduces 

dependence on virtual navigation and results in more natural interaction, much like in 

traditional war rooms with paper-based artifacts. It may also be more appropriate for 

localized interaction and focusing on details. However, the disadvantage is lack of 

comfort and therefore it may be unreasonable to expect users to work in this mode for 

prolonged periods of time (Beynon 2001). Additionally, it may require special attention 

for very large displays since not all areas will be within users’ reach. 

Distance 

This zone affords the greatest mobility in front of the wall, taking advantage of 

physical navigation. Users also have an option of sitting down or walking up to the 

display while still being able to interact with the wall. This mode may be most 

appropriate for making sense out of information (e.g. seeing the overview of the data). In 

traditional war rooms, users would frequently have to move to the wall for re-arranging 

the artifacts, and stand back from the wall in order to see the bigger picture. Virtual 

interaction from a distance therefore has the potential to enhance this aspect of war 

rooms. However, this freedom currently seems to come at a cost, either in intuitiveness, 
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accuracy, speed or the number of users supported simultaneously. It is yet to be seen 

whether any interaction technique or device can satisfy all these requirements 

simultaneously. 

Sitting 

This zone is preferred during longer meetings where comfort and private/public 

work modes are desired. If every user has a laptop, it provides for easy switching 

between individual and collaborative work, which has been found to be a crucial aspect 

of war rooms. In fact, it offers more than traditional war rooms since laptops can be used 

for enabling interaction for every single participant at no cost. However, this mode does 

not naturally allow for physical interaction, which means fast methods for virtual 

navigation are imperative. 

Most use cases will ideally span across two interaction zones, some even all three. 

Although in practice it would be difficult to bridge all the interaction zones using a single 

interaction modality, one approach is to make use of two input modalities. As observed in 

the classroom scenario, making use of two modalities simultaneously is not as confusing 

as it may seem, as long as one of them is a natural interaction method (e.g. touch, hand 

gestures).  
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7.1.2 Interaction for Everyone 

Although some systems are collaborative in the sense that they allow multiple 

users to interact with the system, the greatest benefit comes from the ability to interact 

with the system simultaneously. As we have observed in the collaborative analysis study, 

turn taking may still take place and even be agreed upon explicitly. However, even after 

agreeing on turn taking, the users appreciated the ability to gain control and provide input 

at any point in time. Generally, empowering every user with control minimizes social 

barriers for participation by eliminating the need to ask for control or interfering with 

 

Figure 37. The three commonly used interaction zones in wall display environments, 
each with their own benefits and drawbacks. 
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other users. This in turn promotes discussion, fosters collaboration and allows for easy 

transitions between individual and group work often exhibited in war rooms. 

Additionally, individual control also facilitates task division among group members, 

potentially benefitting the group performance through a greater degree of parallelism and 

therefore increasing awareness and opportunities for implicit learning. 

7.1.3 Partitioning the Display Space 

As display size and resolution increases, the position of information on the 

display encodes additional meanings, raising the need to partition the display space for 

supporting such behaviors. Several reasons for partitioning the space have been observed: 

categorization of information, the need for individual workspaces and supporting various 

organizational structures. Display space can be partitioned explicitly (e.g. using sections) 

or implicitly (e.g. using spatial grouping). Benefits to explicitly partitioning the space 

include greater freedom in various organization strategies, easier reconfiguration of space 

and better support for individual workspaces. Individual workspaces serve to directly 

support seamless transitions between individual and group work, and therefore awareness 

as well, since information used by individuals in their tasks is always present on the wall 

for everyone to see. Using sections for maintaining various organization strategies is 

usually employed for increasing information visibility through the use of selective tiling. 

Increased visibility equates to increased immediacy of access to information, which has 

been proved essential in war rooms. 
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7.1.4 Organization Strategies 

As prior work in wall displays has pointed out, large screen real estate results in 

numerous window manipulations as well as frequent careful window alignments. To 

assist such behaviors, several enhanced manual window manipulation techniques have 

been developed. Nevertheless, manually managing a large number of windows proved 

tedious for many users, which motivated the development of automated organization 

features such as tiling. Tiling organizes windows in a grid without overlap, which has the 

benefit of increasing the visibility of information. This again complements the traditional 

war rooms as it allows immediate access to information. 

Sections provide another form of automated organization. Although they proved 

very useful in structuring the environment, they frequently got in the way of 

accomplishing simple, mostly temporary, organizational tasks. This led to user frustration 

and diminished the benefit of sections; occasionally prompting removal of sections 

altogether for gaining complete freedom of interaction. Therefore, automatic organization 

techniques, while necessary, must allow for manual window adjustments (i.e. offer 

structure while providing the freedom in organization). 

7.1.5 Persistence 

One of the observed organization behaviors is topic switching, or in other words, 

displaying new information loosely related to the currently displayed one. There are two 

ways in which this typically occurred. More commonly, users simply started displaying 

new information on top of the old one, usually resulting in clutter. In other cases, users 

first removed or minimized all the windows (or windows within a certain section) and 
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subsequently displayed the new information. On the other hand, saving the state of the 

whole display was used for supporting long-term use. This allows the group to revisit 

prior stages of their work or even time-share the war room with other groups. This kind 

of dynamic use clearly isn’t practical in paper-based environments. 

7.2 Future Directions 

The work presented in the document offers several tools and techniques for 

collaboratively managing numerous pieces of information in digital war rooms. However, 

it has made no attempt at trying to quantify the actual benefits of wall displays equipped 

with these techniques versus without them. Furthermore, it is still unknown as to what 

extent digital war rooms enhance information-intensive work when compared to 

traditional war room environments. The general benefit of digital information and 

environments has already been taken for granted, nevertheless, at times the ease of use 

and the tangible qualities of paper artifacts are preferred despite their shortcomings. The 

affordances of paper are perhaps of even greater significance since traditional war rooms 

are primarily paper-based. Although there is a substantial amount of evidence 

highlighting the benefits of wall displays for organizing large amounts of digital 

information despite the lack of the natural, paper-based interaction, a more 

comprehensive investigation is needed to directly compare the traditional and digital war 

rooms.  

As mentioned previously, virtual interaction and reconfigurable space are just two 

of the many benefits digital war rooms have over paper-based environments. For 

instance, easy sharing, dynamic update and easy retrieval of information are all 
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affordances of digital spaces, which have not been discussed here. Although some 

support for information sharing has been enabled in SAGE, the ultimate goal is to share 

information with the same ease as writing and posting paper notes on a physical wall. 

While paper artifacts are difficult to modify after creation, digital information can be 

updated dynamically, sometimes completely changing representations or content. This 

will necessitate appropriate techniques modifying content on the wall and for notifying 

users of the changes in the content, especially in the long-term, collaborative use cases 

that can result in asynchronous updates. Digital artifacts also enable retrieval of 

information for individual work outside the war room, which is difficult in collaborative 

paper-based environments. However, given that the relative organization of digital 

artifacts encodes additional meaning, that also presents challenges when moving 

information to smaller screens for work outside the war room. 

Although, the interaction framework has been designed with geographically 

distributed work in mind, such use cases have not been evaluated in the current scope of 

this work. Undeniably however, there is a significant push for distributed group work as 

the financial and environmental burdens of travel are increasing. Much like collaborative 

work has added a new dimension to the complexity of single-user environments, 

distributed work adds a new complexity dimension to the collaborative work. Sharing 

information across multiple sites, effective communication, group dynamics, privacy 

issues and asynchronous work will all become issues needing attention before these 

display-rich environments can become an equally functional alternative to radical 

collocation.  
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Ultimately, the question is how to use wall display environments for 

collaboratively addressing the problems of scale and complexity. The work in this 

document focused on the display space organization and virtual interaction while some of 

the additional affordances have also been mentioned. Providing tools for enabling these 

affordances, and discovering new ones, has to be followed by iterative evaluation and 

improvement in the specific context in order to create an environment that lends itself for 

collaboratively managing the problems of scale and complexity.  

7.3 Summary 

The presented techniques, although far from constituting a complete set, offer 

direction for future investigation of wall displays in war room environments. 

Furthermore, while the developed features clearly had space for usability improvements, 

even as such, they transformed the collaborative use cases at EVL to the point where it is 

naturally and readily adopted as a shared display medium for facilitating group work. 

This is perhaps a proof that this work has set off in the right direction as well as a real-

world testament to the benefits of wall displays in collaboratively managing numerous 

pieces of information. As the technology needed for building such environments becomes 

more affordable, we will likely see wall displays permeate a broad range of everyday use 

cases that will give further importance to the related human-factors issues. 
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